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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

Phonemic Variability in Word Learning 
 
 

by 
 
 

Conor Frye 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Cognitive Science 
 

University of California San Diego, 2018 
 

Professor Sarah Creel, Chair 
 

 
 Language learning processes are often examined by learning miniature languages in the 

lab, where controlling the learning of a full language is infeasible. Most work on learning words 

assumes these meaningful chunks of sound are composed of smaller, equally meaningful 

phonemes. However, recent evidence suggests crystallized phoneme categories do not fully 

explain how words are learned but instead to flexible representation of phonemes in terms of 

gradient similarity in word learning by adults and children.  

            I propose a shift in the understanding of the role of phoneme categories in word learning 

by presenting a set of three studies consisting of 6 experiments that challenge our understanding 

of phoneme representation. The first study assesses whether the adult word learning system is 

more flexible in its word representations than previously described and finds repeated examples 

that within certain boundaries such flexibility is easily achieved. The second study relies on eye-
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tracking measures, a more sensitive measure of recognition difficulty, to extend the behavioral 

results from the first and demonstrate that recognition is similarly rapid for phonemically-

consistent and phonemically-variable words. It illuminates parts of the underlying responses of 

the adult word-learning system. The third study explores how flexibility changes across 

developmental time, testing 3-5-year-old children on their ability to learn flexible vocabularies as 

well as distinguish minimal pairs. This final study suggests that though children are capable of 

learning phonemically-variable words, the flexibility experienced by adults is due to extended 

time, practice, or experience with a language, and not available immediately to learners.  

            These findings contribute to the general field of word learning across three main avenues: 

first, by demonstrating incredible flexibility in sound category interpretation across adult learners 

of different linguistic backgrounds, counter to prevailing assumptions, and adding nuance to the 

research on bilingual advantages in word learning. Second, contributing new accuracy and time-

course data on positional and segmental importance to speech sound flexibility in word learning, 

adding to the general understanding of word learning. And finally, by providing data to 

extrapolate a developmental time course for these abilities, contributing to our picture of spoken 

language development over a developmental time scale. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Learning language is one of the most complex and intriguing feats that humans achieve; 

but how we do it remains obscured behind many layers of questions we have yet to answer. 

Given its complexity, many researchers explore facets of the language-learning puzzle by using 

simplified tasks in the laboratory. One aspect of this problem that has been explored substantially 

using laboratory experiments as a microcosm is word learning. In principle, by exploring how 

different populations learn a small number of words under highly controlled conditions, we can 

build up to an understanding of language acquisition in the real world. 

In their approach to this problem hitherto, many researchers have regarded words as 

being composed of discrete sound-based symbols, or phonemes. If each word is a unique 

combination of these specific, unchanging building blocks, then word learning can be understood 

as a process of learning these building blocks, and then combining them to form words. In this 

account, a word is learned when a new sequence of symbols is stored (and becomes associated 

with a meaning). Using this theory, the study of word learning has arrived at specific conclusions 

for how word learning takes place, but often does not seem capable of explaining all the nuances 

of actual word learning and speech perception.  

This document proposes a shift in the current understanding of the role of phoneme 

categories in word learning and more generally in language learning. By demonstrating that the 

conclusions reached in previous research are only part of the story, this document will challenge 

the current understanding of word learning and bring more nuanced understanding to the field. In 

a set of five experiments, I aim to assess whether the adult word learning system is more flexible 

in its representations than previously described; whether phoneme recognition—once understood 
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to be a critical determinant of word identity—is much more adaptive than previously thought; 

and how such flexibility changes across developmental time. 

 

The phoneme as the atom of word form identity 

In the field of language acquisition, there is a major assumption that a learner’s initial 

goal is to detect specific sound categories in that language. In English, for example, the sounds 

that differentiate the word “cat” from the word “cut” are considered different phonemes. That is, 

exchanging the “a” for the “uh” sound is a clue to word learners that they are hearing a new 

word. These symbol-like sound categories, known as phonemes, indicate differences in meaning 

between words (Liberman et al., 1957). Once discrete phonemes are learned, speakers can 

efficiently code learned words and identify when they are hearing a new word. 

Many models of language conceptualize the phoneme as elemental to word identity. 

Best’s perceptual assimilation model (PAM; Best, 1994; Best, McRoberts, & Goddell, 2001) 

suggests that second language phoneme perception is driven by articulatory similarity to the 

learner’s first-language phonemes. If a phoneme in a second language is different from the native 

language, perceptual accuracy will diminish. This approach strongly argues for the phoneme as a 

discrete symbolic unit of word identity. Throughout the literature, there is an assumption that 

phoneme category boundaries are fairly fixed in adulthood (though see Flege, 1998, for a 

lifelong-learning perspective). These studies and theoretical accounts imply that learners should 

have difficulty learning phonemically-identical words as different—for instance, “ba” and 

nasalized “ba,” which—while phonemically different in French—are not phonemically different 

in English. This appears to be true (Silbert, Smith, Jackson, Campbell, Hughes, & Tare, 2015; 

Pajak, Creel, and Levy, 2016). However, it is worth noting that words with similar phonemes are 
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also more difficult to learn as distinct words (e.g. Creel et al., 2006, 2008; Creel & Dahan, 2010; 

Magnuson, Dixon, Tanenhaus, & Aslin, 2007), suggesting that learning difficulty may increase 

with degree of sound similarity even apart from phoneme identity. This in itself raises doubts as 

to the utility of phoneme boundaries. 

Just as these accounts imply that learning distinct words cannot occur when they differ 

only on a non-phonemic attribute, they also imply that learners should have difficulty learning 

phonemically-differing words as the same word—for example, learning that paff and baff are 

equally-acceptable labels for a novel concept. Since these are two different sequences of 

phonemes, they should need to be learned as separate words. This second implication has been 

much less explored than the first one, and is the subject under consideration in this proposal. 

 

Evidence for the rigidity of phoneme categories 

As the current understanding goes, when novices learn specific phonemes in a language, 

they are acquiring the tools to recognize and encode known and new words in that language. The 

language learner’s most basic and important task is then to learn the categories of separate 

phonemes—find the phonemes, find the words. Thus, a great deal of research has focused on the 

perceptual problem of distinguishing between highly similar phonemes (Delattre, 1967; 

Abramson, Lisker, 1970; Lisker, 1978; Flege, 1984; Flege and Hillenbrand, 1984). 

Perhaps the paradigm case of phoneme category learning is the stop consonant voicing 

distinction. For example, the sounds “b” as in “beach” and “p” as in “peach” are highly similar, 

differing mainly in subtle timing parameters. One of these parameters, called “voice onset time” 

or VOT, is a major contributor to the category distinction. It is this difference that defines these 

two sounds, and creates a boundary between them. Listeners are aware of this boundary as well 
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as the acoustic information included in the speech stream. Reaction times were faster when 

responding to tokens with similar acoustic information on the same side of the border, as well as 

when distinguishing tokens with large acoustic differences on different sides of the VOT 

boundary (Pisoni & Tash, 1974). This boundary may be learned through exposure to 

distributions of VOTs in the speech signal, and the field has argued for developmental changes in 

categorical boundaries as well (e.g. Hazan & Barrett, 2000; though see Eimas et al., 1974, for an 

account of developmentally-early sensitivity to the VOT boundary). With a creation of a 

boundary, two distinct categories are created for use in language learning.  

By some accounts, native-language phoneme categories become entrenched early in life. 

Although most languages have sound categories roughly analogous to “b” and “p,” VOT cues 

(and related cues) differ from language to language, meaning that cues and their associated 

boundaries must be learned specifically for one’s native language. Infants are thought to be born 

with the neural capacity to discriminate nearly all phonemes in a language-universal manner 

(Werker & Tees, 1984), but during their first twelve months, linguistic exposure causes a 

pruning of perceptual abilities so that only native language phoneme categories remain (Kuhl et 

al., 2006). The older the learner is when a language is learned, the poorer the learner’s ability to 

perceive and produce distinctions between these categories (Flege, 1991). This means that non-

native speakers may often confuse (for example) a non-native language’s “b” sound with a “p” 

sound, or vice versa, because of the inflexibility of comparison with their native categorical 

boundary perception. 

Further, native-language phoneme categories are difficult to alter when one is learning a 

new language. In one particularly well-studied case, native Japanese speakers find it notoriously 

difficult to distinguish an English “r” sound from an English “l” sound (Miyawaki et al., 1975). 
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This fits with the symbol-like category structure in that it is consistent with adult learners having 

rigid learned boundaries for their native contrasts, and later contrast testing demonstrates an 

inability to modify these native symbol boundaries without substantial training. Different 

languages even have different numbers of categories. Spanish, for example, is considered to have 

five vowels (Maddieson, 1984), whereas standard American English has been noted to have 11 

(Clopper et al., 2005). For native bilingual speakers and those learning a second language, this 

difference in category number might make moving between languages difficult, and could cause 

problems in new word learning if the phoneme categories do not perfectly match up. For 

example, if a native Spanish speaker wants to learn an English word with a vowel that falls 

between two known Spanish vowels, what is the best course of action? Is it easier to treat the 

new vowel category as an instance (albeit a poor one) of similar known categories, or to learn an 

entirely new set of boundaries for a new category? In the symbolic categorical phoneme account, 

these questions remain unanswered.  

 

Evidence for flexibility of phoneme categories 

Other evidence suggests that phonemic representation is not so rigidly defined as the 

above literature implies. When learners are purposefully given multiple labels for a single object 

(e.g. “div” and “dev”) in an experimental setting, they learn as readily as they learn a single label 

(“dev”), suggesting highly-flexible phoneme boundaries, or at least graded sensitivity to 

similarity across phoneme boundaries (Muench & Creel, 2013). This means that when learning 

labels that contain phoneme variability, in certain circumstances adults have little more difficulty 

than with learning a single label. But why people can learn multiple labels as easily as they can 
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learn one in certain circumstances is not entirely understood. And notably, in accounts where 

phonemes are symbolically distinct from their neighbors, this result is difficult to account for.  

There is similar evidence for flexibility even in the most prototypical example of 

categorical speech perception, voice onset time (e.g. McMurray, Tanenhaus, Aslin, 2002). 

McMurray et al. (2002) asked participants to find a specific picture (e.g. a peach) whose spoken 

label varied in exact VOT.  Phonological competitors (e.g. a beach) were placed in the visual 

field that differed only across a category boundary (peach/beach). Participants were more likely 

to categorize long-VOT “b” sounds as short-VOT “p” sounds and vice versa, indicating that the 

categorical boundary which seemed so stark for perception of a single phoneme is actually much 

less categorical when given natural words (McMurray et al., 2002). Further, even when a listener 

chose (say) the peach, if its VOT was closer to the boundary, they showed more visual fixations 

to the beach than when VOT was further from the p/b boundary. It is clear that categorical 

perception should be possible here for word distinctions, but it may not extend to more realistic 

comprehension. The flexibility displayed in these examples lends evidence to the argument that 

understanding word learning through a categorical or symbolic lens is incomplete.  

 

Segment type and phoneme category flexibility 

A relevant consideration here is that phoneme category flexibility may vary by segment 

type (consonants vs. vowels). Consonants outnumber vowels in most languages, are normally 

shorter in time, are less continuous, and often differ in voicing, formant structure, and perceptual 

quality (Owren & Cardillo, 2005). Consonants and vowels differ from each other in how 

categorically they are perceived, and the surrounding sound context that a phoneme occurs in 

modifies its categorical nature to different extents. For instance, in a study asking participants to 
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compare a continuum of stimuli to a standard sound, both consonants and vowels showed 

flexibility based on which type of standard was presented, but vowels demonstrated a much 

larger range of acceptable alteration (Macmillan, Goldberg, & Braida, 1988). This is evidence 

that there might be additional aspects of word learning affecting how these category boundaries 

are perceived, and importantly suggests that vowels, perhaps more so than consonants, might be 

more amenable to that sort of instability. 

Consonants and vowels have been described phonetically as two separate categories 

(Maddieson, 1984; Ladefoged, 2001). This separation has led to research demonstrating that 

different languages have different roles for consonants vs. vowels: most languages have more 

consonants than vowels (Maddieson, 1984). Some researchers have gone so far as to argue that 

consonants determine word meaning while vowels are more critical for syntactic categories 

(Nespor, Peña, & Mehler, 2003), implying that vowels are not as useful for word learning. Of 

course, Nespor et al.’s account assumes that all languages have the same relationship between 

vowels and consonants. 

Crucially, vowels and consonants have been demonstrated cross-linguistically to provide 

speakers with different information about new words. Cutler, Sebastian-Galles, Soler-Vilageliu, 

and Van Ooijen (2000) found that learners look to consonants for word recognition more reliably 

than vowels. Cutler et al. gave participants non-words such as “teeble” and asked them to turn 

them into real words by changing single sounds, in this example, “table” or “feeble.” When 

participants were told to change the vowels of the non-words, accuracy was higher and response 

speed was faster; given the choice, participants more often altered vowels than consonants. This 

was true in both Spanish and Dutch (languages with low and high vowel to consonant ratios, 

respectively). This difference in informational content was further explored in a statistical 
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learning task given to Italian adults. Alternating whether information about syntactic rules or 

lexicon information were given by vowels or consonants, Toro, Nespor, Mehler, and Bonatti 

(2008) concluded that word segmentation is driven by consonants, whereas the syntactical 

information was carried in the vowels. 

Studies on word learning have demonstrated a tendency to ignore vowel differences 

between words, which one might interpret as greater vowel flexibility. For instance, English-

speaking adults learning novel words were much less likely to confuse words distinguished by 

consonants (such as pibo and zigo) than to confuse words distinguished by vowels (such as pibo 

and pabu; Creel, Aslin, & Tanenhaus, 2006). Yet Creel et al. (2006) also found evidence that 

words differing in their vowels were more distinct than those differing in their coda consonants. 

This implies that the greater “lexicality” or inflexibility of consonants may depend on syllable 

position, with onset consonants more critical to word identity than coda consonants. 

This pattern continues in lexical priming tasks. When primed by spoken non-words, 

French speakers were globally faster to respond to a target word when it contained the same 

consonant as the prime word (Delle Luche et al., 2014). Delle Luche et al. also found that 

English speakers, given stress-pattern priming as well as vowel and consonant patterns, showed 

similar results, save for vowel priming demonstrated in iambic words. This means that English 

speakers alone were affected by priming with stress patterns as well. When stress was placed on 

the last syllable, something uncommon in English, vowels provided more information to the 

lexicality decision. To explain this result, they argue that rhyme preservation explains this new 

attention to vowels in English speakers, and that the stress priming highlighted the rhyme. These 

studies demonstrate that, on the whole, word information is preserved more when vowels are 

altered. Although they did not directly test word learning, this finding argues that vowel 
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variability should be less confusing when learning new words. However, it also does not rule out 

flexibility within consonants in certain structures or in certain positions within words.  

 

Developmental changes in phoneme categories 

Another aspect of this puzzle is how phoneme-category flexibility may change over 

developmental time. Behavioral studies with children as well as adults suggest that phonemic 

categories are not set in stone by late infancy, specifically, that phoneme changes do not always 

signify word-meaning changes (for some examples of flexibility in children, see Swingley and 

Aslin, 2000, 2002; Poltrock & Nazzi, 2015; Havy & Nazzi, 2009; Nazzi & Bertoncini, 2009; 

Nazzi & New, 2007; for some examples of flexibility in adults, see McMurray, Tanenhaus, & 

Aslin, 2002; Creel, Aslin, & Tanenhaus, 2006; Muench & Creel, 2013). This should not be 

possible if word learning occurs by checking for known and unknown phoneme sequences in 

order to detect new words. Learners’ apparent allowance for phonemic “wiggle room” even after 

infancy and into adulthood may point to a neural architecture for language acquisition that 

operates in graded probabilities (degree of similarity) rather than symbol-like phoneme 

representations. This would mean that instead of phonemes being symbol-like elements with 

rigid category boundaries, they are malleable probability spaces that can adapt, even after the 

native language is learned. 

This flexibility has been noted in developmental populations as well as adults. Substantial 

evidence has been presented by Nazzi and colleagues to demonstrate the flexibility of vowels in 

native perception. In a set of related studies, French infants from 11 to 20 months recognized 

words after vowel changes (Poltrock & Nazzi, 2015; Havy & Nazzi, 2009; Nazzi & Bertoncini, 

2009; Nazzi & New, 2007). For each of those studies, Nazzi and colleagues relied on a specific 
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task they developed where infants were presented with a trio of dissimilar objects by an 

experimenter, two with the same name, and one differing in different manners depending on the 

study. Infants were then asked to categorize the objects based on the label given by the 

experimenter. Infants tested in those studies tended to prefer known words, and rely more on the 

consonant information remaining prototypical than the vowels. However, this may not be the 

case for all age groups, as 5-month-old infants seemed to rely more on vowels in their name 

remaining constant, allowing the consonants to shift without detriment to its understanding 

(Bouchon, Floccia, Fux, Adda-Decker, Nazzi, 2014). The consonant-bias, therefore, would seem 

to emerge late in the first year of life.  

Related work examining children’s familiar word recognition (Swingley & Aslin, 2000, 

2002) presents young children with either correct pronunciations (“doggy”) or incorrect 

pronunciations that deviate by one phoneme (“toggy”). When hearing “toggy,” infants are more 

likely to look to a picture of a “doggy” (Swingley & Aslin, 2000, 2002) than to a picture of a 

shoe, though looks are most accurate when they hear a correct pronunciation (“doggy”). While 

those authors did not interpret their findings this way, one might infer that English infants as 

young as 14 months are sensitive to the similarity between a mispronunciation, even a consonant 

mispronunciation, and its base word. 

Developmental flexibility in phonemes appears to continue past infancy. Preschool aged 

children demonstrate this phonemic flexibility as well: when presented with minimally different 

non-words (‘fesh’ instead of ‘fish’), 3- to 5-year olds overwhelmingly pointed to and looked at a 

picture of a fish, rather than pointing to an unfamiliar object (Creel, 2012). This suggests that, to 

young children, ‘fesh’ is nearly identical to ‘fish,’ even though the two forms differ by a 

categorically different phoneme (“ih” vs. “eh”). A later experiment by Creel (2012) suggested 
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that preschool-aged children were just as flexible in recognizing familiar consonant-

mispronounced as vowel-mispronounced words. Again, we see that speech sounds are somewhat 

flexibly interpreted well after infancy. 

However, preschool children’s phonemic flexibility may be somewhat restricted to 

familiar words. This same age group was tested on their ability to generalize novel (newly-

learned) words from one artificial accent to another, as well as their ability to simultaneously 

learn two different versions of the same novel word (Creel, 2014). Children only sometimes 

showed generalization when the novel words underwent a minimal vowel change (/i/ to /I/ or the 

reverse) (Creel, 2014). When provided multiple speakers for the different accents learning novel 

words, children again seemed to learn talker-specific pronunciations instead of generalizing, 

implying they were paying more strict attention to each phoneme in the novel words, thus 

slowing down learning. It also suggests that children—unlike adults in Muench and Creel 

(2013)—may find it difficult to learn multiple similar forms of words, as accuracy in general 

declined from an earlier experiment where each word had a single pronunciation. Children in 

later experiments performed much better at recognizing accented forms of familiar words 

containing /i/ and /I/. Interspersing familiar words also mildly benefited their accuracy when 

learning novel words, implying some reliance on previously known vowel relationships when 

learning novel words in multiple accents (Creel, 2014).  

These results are consistent with a theory proposed in Sebastián-Gallés et al.’s (2005, 

2009) work that states that when learning multiple accents, learners (adults in their case) encode 

all word-forms separately. For example, when trained that the words ‘teev’ and ‘tihv’ are the 

same object, learners would separately encode both versions instead of learning to allow multiple 

imperfect versions of a single prototype. If this is what children are doing, it suggests that they 
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are not very flexible in phoneme perception, but that they need an increased memory capacity for 

phonemically related words. 

Across a range of developmental studies, early language learners show flexibility for at 

least some phonemes in the right scenarios, implying a more generalized ability to recognize 

words’ sound patterns in a flexible manner. Some studies suggest greater vowel than consonant 

flexibility (Nazzi and colleagues), while other studies imply flexibility for both types of sounds 

(Creel, 2012; Swingley & Aslin, 2000, 2002). This flexibility across age groups further 

demonstrates that greater elasticity in word acquisition is possible than would be predicted by 

categorical symbolic accounts.  

 

Phonemic Flexibility in Multilingual Speakers 

 According to a 2006 European Commission survey, the majority of the world (~56%) 

speaks more than one language, making it of substantial interest to know how bilingualism 

affects phoneme flexibility. There is no question that being bilingual presents the language 

learning and perception system with certain challenges. There has been ample study on 

bilingualism and its beneficial effect on executive control (see Bialystok, Craik, Green, & 

Gollan, 2009 for a review). Exploring how bilinguals might be affected during word learning, 

however, has been less studied. Early bilingualism has been associated with facilitated 

phonological processing, possibly leading to better word learning (Bialystok et al., 2003). This 

improved phonological ability, however, has been linked to degree of relatedness between 

languages (see Bialystok et al., 2003; Bialystok et al., 2005). Could phoneme flexibility be 

affected by phonological processing facilitation? Might facilitation of phoneme flexibility, like 

facilitation of phonological processing, depend on the relationship between known languages? 
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When it comes to actual word learning, a second language may have beneficial effects. 

For instance, adult bilinguals performed better than adults who had never learned another 

language when given a task that paired a novel word with a known word (Papagno & Vallar, 

1995; Van Hell & Mahn, 1997). In theory, this advantage might result from knowing the speech 

sound inventories of two languages, giving bilingual learners a larger set of sounds to use to 

encode word forms. However, one study found that bilinguals were at an advantage in word 

learning tasks that taught words with sounds novel to all languages known by the participants 

(Kaushanskaya & Marian, 2009). How this advantage will affect learning under phoneme 

variability is unknown. On the one hand, if bilingual speakers’ previously-observed word 

learning benefit was due to increased ability to pair specific sound patterns with concepts, 

phoneme variability could lower their ability to learn new words that do not sustain a constant 

phoneme pattern. On the other hand, if bilingual speakers’ previously-observed word learning 

benefit is driven by better acquisition of new sounds, as suggested by Kaushanskaya & Marian 

(2009), then bilinguals might find phoneme flexibility easier to learn than their monolingual 

counterparts.  

Differentiating between these two outcomes will further our understanding of how word 

learning happens across varied language backgrounds. Knowing how these different 

backgrounds affect learning specifically will provide insight into how phonemes are learned 

generally as well as how new words are perceived by learners of different linguistic 

backgrounds. 
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Open Questions 

To sum up, current research leaves questions about the extent to which phonemes are the 

atoms of word form identity; to what extent phoneme flexibility in word learning depends on the 

type and syllable position of the phoneme; whether knowing multiple languages changes these 

relationships; and the developmental trajectory of phoneme flexibility in word learning.  

We know there is some flexibility in phonemes for word form identity, but the extent of 

that flexibility is as of yet unclear. It remains to be seen if all types of phonemes are flexible to 

the same degree, or if flexibility is limited to vowels alone.  Research on consonants and vowels 

leaves open two questions with respect to phoneme category flexibility. The first is the extent to 

which specific types of phonemes (vowels or consonants) are flexible within word recognition. 

Secondly, we are currently unclear on the positional effect on each type of phoneme. It seems 

that for consonants, syllable onsets may be relatively inflexible, but whether this inflexibility 

extends to coda consonants is unclear.  

It is clear that different languages use relationships between phonemes differently when 

giving meaning to word forms. What is as of yet not known, and what we ask here, is if this 

difference occurs in a measurable manner based on basic properties of the language, such as the 

number of vowels and consonants in a particular language.  

Finally, although some studies have explored developmental changes in phoneme 

flexibility, more information is needed as to the specific trajectory of flexibility during 

development, particularly for learning new words. It is unclear if children are less flexible during 

word learning than adults, and if that is the case, why this would be so.  
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Experiment Summary 

With these questions in mind, this document presents two complementary lines of studies 

on word learning. The first set of studies explores adults’ phoneme flexibility in word learning 

within and across languages, with implications for adult plasticity during language learning and 

more general word learning capability (and phonemic flexibility) in adults. Three related 

experiments investigate this question. The first experiment asks monolingual and bilingual 

groups of participants to learn English-based vocabularies with either onset consonant variability 

or vowel variability. This study explores the question of how crucial stability in phonemes is for 

learning words. The second experiment in this series explores differences in language 

background further by presenting subjects with a vocabulary designed to resemble Spanish. This 

study provides insight into the generality of phoneme flexibility, and demonstrates to what extent 

the previous results are due to language-specific processes vs. more general language learning 

processes. The final study in this trio probes the roles of phoneme type (consonant, vowel) and 

position (onset, coda) in learning flexibility by comparing variable-vowel learning to variable-

coda learning. This experiment sheds light on differences in amount of flexibility for different 

phonemes by exploring each interaction of phoneme type and position on the accuracy of 

learning a novel vocabulary.  

The second goal of this document is to explore how phonemic malleability might lead to 

subtle processing difficulties that broader measures of accuracy miss and how those internal 

changes alter language learning and perception. The second line of study investigates this 

question in three experiments. The first explores implicit recognition of phonemically variable 

words through visual-world eye tracking. This study delves into the processes at work during 

word learning, and provides insight into how the language learning system treats flexibility in 
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phonemes while learning a new vocabulary. The second experiment relies on three to five-year-

old learners to examine the role of development in the same processes during word learning 

explored in the first experiment. It explores how capable developing language learners are of 

learning from phonemically-variable input, increasing our understanding of language learning in 

its most basic sense from development through maturity in regard to linguistic flexibility. This 

study records behavioral and eye-tracking data from preschoolers performing a simplified 

version of adult tasks in earlier experiments, allowing more comparability between age groups 

than across previous studies (e.g. Muench & Creel, 2013, vs. Creel, 2014). It provides greater 

insight into the developing language learner’s flexibility with respect to phoneme boundaries and 

the possible underlying mental structures that bring that skill to bear. A third experiment, also 

relying on three to five-year-old learners, examines the baseline capability of that age group to 

distinguish minimal pairs in order to rule out an alternative interpretation of the second 

experiment. 

 

Potential Impact 

A view of phonemes as the necessary and sufficient building blocks of word 

representation is simplistic and outdated. These studies will allow us to better understand the role 

of phonemes during word learning, and how phoneme flexibility contributes to learning 

language. This information has been hinted at by current literature, but has never been robustly, 

directly, and holistically explored. This document provides a solid empirical foundation for 

understanding the role of the phoneme in word learning across development, language 

background, phoneme type, and syllable location. Results provide useful evidence for multiple 
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fields of study, including first and second language acquisition, language development, and 

bilingual vocabulary acquisition. 
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Chapter 1: Phoneme Type Variability in English-based Word Learning 

How crucial are phonemes for differentiating words? Experience and historical precedent 

recognize the phoneme as a critical determinant of word identity during language acquisition: 

dog is a word, but tog is not. Most language acquisition models describe phonemes as 

crystallizing into fixed categories by early childhood (Kuhl, 2000), making word learning as 

simple as identifying new words by their component speech sounds. However, other evidence 

suggests that phoneme representations are more flexible. Children can recognize words even if a 

constituent phoneme is violated (“cat” pronounced as “ket”; Creel, 2012), and adults can learn 

labels for the same object differing in vowel phonemes (e.g. ziv/zev) as readily as they learn a 

single label (Muench & Creel, 2013). 

The first experiment tests the hypothesis that categorical use of phonemes is not rigidly 

defined in adult brains and behavior but can be modified with minimal training. Our flexible 

perceptual probability hypothesis predicts that category use is much more plastic and can be 

modified and merged. It predicts that exposure to different probability distributions should alter 

phoneme category use behaviorally. The current experiment seeks to overturn the primacy of the 

phoneme in favor of a more probabilistic definition of word identity, by teaching participants 

novel vocabularies with various “collapsed” phonemic differences—for example, teaching 

learners that a particular referent can be labeled both “deev” and “teev”—in order to gauge the 

malleability of phoneme representation at a behavioral level. 
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Method 

Participants 

We tested 80 normal-hearing adults recruited from the UC San Diego SONA subject pool. 

Forty were native English speakers (avg. age: 21.1 years, sd: 1.9) who grew up hearing no other 

languages and reporting fluency in no other language but English. All subjects were chosen 

based on a lack of exposure to any language other than American English before age 14, and a 

lack of any exposure or formal training in any language for more than 3 years after that point. 

The remaining 40 subjects were bilingual Spanish-English speakers (avg. age: 21.1, sd=2.9) who 

grew up hearing Spanish from birth, and English either at birth or sometime later. Age of English 

acquisition ranged from 0-14 years, and the average age was 5.0 years, sd=3.0. All bilingual 

speakers considered themselves fluent in both languages. Each subject participated in a prescreen 

asking specific questions about their language background and history with exposure to linguistic 

stimuli. This prescreen was used to calculate a bilingual dominance score (BDS) in the manner 

presented in Dunn and Fox Tree (2009). Spanish speaking participants averaged a score of 15.85 

(SD= 5.51) on the Spanish dominance scale, and 20.93 (SD=3.64) on the English dominance 

scale, falling within Dunn and Fox Tree’s narrow limit of ±5 points for balanced bilingualism 

 In addition to the 80 subjects used in this data set, 26 additional subjects were run, but were 

dropped: four due to a coding error in one condition that was discovered during the experiment, 

seven due to excessive exposure to a second language, one due to experimenter error, and 14 due 

to subjects failing to follow task instructions. 
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Stimuli 

 Visual stimuli were a set of 16 two-dimensional monochromatic nonsense shapes first 

used by Creel et al. (2006). Auditory stimuli were 32 novel consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) 

words. They were recorded in a soundproof recording room by one male and one female native 

English speaker in the Center for Research and Language at UCSD. During word-learning 

training and test phases, only recordings from the male speaker were used. During the post-test, 

recordings from both speakers were used. The vocabulary (Table 1) was designed in 4-word sets. 

These sets allowed construction of word pairs with either onset consonants that differed by 

voicing (“zuf” and “suf” were one pair), or that differed by the tenseness of the vowel (“zuf” and 

“zuhf” were one pair). 

Table 1. A complete list of the nonce words used in the experiment 
fosh (faʃ) vosh (vaʃ) bish (bɪʃ) pish (pɪʃ) 
fush (fʌʃ) vush (vʌʃ) beesh (biʃ) peesh (piʃ) 
fehf (fɛf) vehf (vɛf) buhv (bʊv) puhv (pʊv) 
fayf (feɪf) vayf (veɪf) boov (buv) poov (puv) 

zadz (zadʒ) sadz (sadʒ) dehdz (dɛdʒ) tehdz (tɛdʒ) 
zudz (zʌdʒ) sudz (sʌdʒ) daydz (deɪdʒ) taydz (teɪdʒ) 
zoof (zuf) soof (suf) dihv (dɪv) tihv (tɪv) 
zuhf (zʊf) suhf (sʊf) deev (div) teev (tiv) 

 

Design 

There were five between-subjects conditions. In the vowel merge condition, labels for 

specific objects varied in the tenseness of their vowel phonemes (e.g. the same object was 

labeled both “zuf” and “zuhf”). In the onset merge condition, the onset consonant was variable 

(e.g. “zuf” and “suf”)—varying in exactly the voicing contrast that is the paradigm case of 

phoneme categorization. In the dissimilar (difficult) condition, all phonemes except the coda 

varied between the two labels for a single object (e.g. “zuf” and “fehf”). There were two 
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additional control conditions, where each picture received only one label. The vowel control 

conditions were matched to the vowel-merge condition by using either all tense vowels (only /u, 

i, eɪ, a/ used; half of participants) or all lax vowels (only / ʌ, ʊ, ɪ, ɛ/ used; half of participants) 

present in the vocabulary. Like the vowel merge condition, then, there were only four functional 

vowel categories, but unlike the vowel merge condition, phonemes were consistent. The onset 

consonant control was matched similarly to the onset consonant-merge version in that the control 

lists used only voiced onset consonants (/b,d,v,z/) or unvoiced onset consonants (/p,t,f,s/) to 

create the 16-word set. These control conditions guard against the possibility that having less 

sound category diversity in the set of to-be-learned words makes words more confusable. 

 

Procedure 

The study consisted of vocabulary training with feedback, followed by vocabulary testing 

(no feedback). In training, participants learned labels for 16 novel objects over 256 trials in a 

two-alternative forced choice task (2AFC). On each trial, participants saw two novel objects on a 

screen, and heard a recorded word. They chose one of the objects by clicking on it, and received 

accuracy feedback before advancing to the next learning trial. Specifically, the correct response 

picture remained onscreen while the incorrect response disappeared. An additional mouse-click 

advanced the learner to the next training trial. Non-target pictures had phonetically dissimilar 

labels to target pictures during training trials.  

Next, each participant was tested (128 trials) on the trained word-meaning pairings in the 

same 2AFC task as during training, except that there was no feedback. Accuracy and reaction 

times were measured. Although training trials only depicted dissimilar-sounding words for 

competing objects on a given trial, the test trials contained four different levels of sound 
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similarity between target and competitor. In close-competitor trials, the target and the competitor 

shared two of the three phonemes in the word; in the onset consonant-merge and onset 

consonant-control conditions, target and competitor shared codas and onsets and differed in 

vowels, e.g., target: /faʃ/-/vaʃ/; competitor: /fʌʃ/-/vʌʃ/. For the vowel-merge and vowel-control 

conditions, target and competitor shared coda and vowel and differed in onsets, e.g., target: /faʃ/-

/fʌʃ/; competitor: /vaʃ/-/vʌʃ/. There were also same onset and same vowel conditions, where 

target and competitor shared only an onset or vowel, respectively (target: /faʃ/-/vaʃ/ competitor: 

/fɛf/-/vɛf/; target: /faʃ/-/vaʃ/; competitor: /zaʒ/-/saʒ/). Finally, in the far competitor test trials, 

either no sounds were shared or only the coda was shared (target: /faʃ/-/vaʃ/; competitor: /buv/-

/puv/ or target: /faʃ/-/vaʃ/; competitor: /biʃ/-/piʃ/).   

 

Results 

We created generalized mixed-effects models with the package lme4 (Bates et al. 2014, R 

Core Team 2014). Throughout this study, when any two models are compared, finding that one 

accounts for significantly greater variance in a likelihood test (anova() function) between fixed 

effects describes the significance of each fixed effect. This comparison is achieved by creating 

two models: one model is made with all fixed and random effects present, and another identical 

model is created with the exception of a single fixed effect. The chi-square statistic and its 

associated p-value are reported for this comparison. Furthermore, Barr et al. (2013) suggest that 

likelihood ratio tests provide a more reliable estimate of statistical significance than Wald’s z-

test. 

The first model assessed whether there was a general effect of label similarity. That is, do 

we find—consistent with previous studies (Muench & Creel, 2013)—that learning dual labels is 
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easier when the dual labels are phonologically similar to each other than when they are not? To 

test this, we modeled test accuracy in terms of the fixed effects of condition type (onset control, 

onset merge, vowel control, vowel merge, and dissimilar labels) and background (Spanish-

English bilingual or English monolingual). Fixed effects were sum-coded so that fixed effects 

patterns could be interpreted as they are in ANOVAs. Individual subject intercepts and word 

intercepts and slopes (both fixed effects and their interaction) were included as random effects. 

The dissimilar-labels learning condition was set as the reference level for this analysis. There 

was a main effect of condition type (b=.62, SE=.17, Z=3.58, p<.001) (Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1. Accuracy in each merge condition, with by-subjects standard errors. Dissimilar label 
condition was different from every other condition, collapsed across language background, p< 

.001. Chance performance = .50. 
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 This effect was driven by the dissimilar-labels condition showing lower accuracy than 

other conditions. Individually, each condition was significantly more accurate than the dissimilar 

labels condition (p<.001 for all comparisons between the dissimilar condition and any other 

condition). 

The second model asked more specific questions about the difficulty of learning with 

variable labels. The dissimilar labels condition was dropped for this model. The effects tested 

were participant language background, merge condition (whether a subject was taught a 

vocabulary with merged sounds, or the control form with only one sound), segment type 

(whether the vocabulary was based on eliminating consonant contrasts or vowel contrasts), and 

trial type (either sharing no phonemes, sharing a coda and an onset, sharing a coda and a vowel, 

or sharing onset and vowel), with participant accuracy as the dependent variable. Trial type was 

forward difference coded, so the contrasts compare trials with successively less-phonologically-

similar competitors: close trials to same onset consonant trials, same onset consonant trials to 

same vowel trials, and same vowel trials to far trials (no shared phonemes). There was a main 

effect of background (b=0.33, SE=.09, Z=3.79, p<.001), and the model that removed the 

background condition effect was significantly different from the larger model (c2=13.70, 

p=.001), with English monolinguals outperforming Spanish bilinguals. However, there were no 

interactions between background and other effects.  

We then built a final model that removed background and compared merge condition 

(whether a subject was taught a vocabulary with merged sounds, or the control form with only 

one sound), segment type (whether the vocabulary was based on eliminating consonant contrasts 

or vowel contrasts), and trial type (either sharing no phonemes, sharing a coda and an onset, 

sharing a coda and a vowel, or sharing onset and vowel) on participant accuracy. Again, trial 
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type was forward difference coded, so the contrasts compare trials with successively less-

phonologically-similar competitors. The dissimilar labels condition was dropped for this model 

as well. There was a main effect of merge type (b=0.28, SE=.13, Z=2.16, p=.03), implying 

participants learning merged vocabularies were less accurate than those learning control 

vocabularies. The model that removed the merge effect (c2=5.51, p=.02) was significantly 

different from the larger model, implying merging vocabularies were more difficult than 

controls.  There was a main effect of trial type: removing the trial type effect was significantly 

different from the larger model (c2=82.02, p<.001), implying that removing the trial type effects 

removed significant information from the larger model (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Collapsed across language backgrounds, close trials were significantly different from 
all other conditions (p<.001), same consonant trials were significantly different from same vowel 

trials (p<.001). The dissimilar-label condition is not included. 
 

  Specifically, participants performed less accurately when presented with competitors 

with each successive addition of phoneme sharing, with the most confusing being sharing 2/3 of 

their segments in close trials. More simply, performance on close trials was less accurate than 

same onset trials (b=-1.15, SE=.17, Z=-6.98, p<.001), which was subsequently less accurate than 

same vowel competitors (b=-.66, SE=.17, Z=-3.84, p<.001).  

There were also two two-way interactions of segment condition and same onset and same 

vowel trial types and of merge condition and same onset trial type, though these are both 

qualified by a three-way interaction of same vowel trial type, segment, and merge type 
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down into two simple interaction analyses at each level of segment type. First, we explored the 

interaction of merge type and trial type for onsets, and second that same interaction for vowels.  

For onset conditions (onset merge and onset control), there was a main effect of merge 

condition ((b=.45, SE=.17, Z=2.62, p=.009) with merging leading to lower accuracy, and trial 

types, where close competitor trials were less accurate than same onset trials (b=-1.41, SE=.15, 

Z=-9.46, p<.001), which were subsequently less accurate than same vowel competitor trials (b=-

1.33, SE=.30, Z=-4.47, p<.001)). There was also an interaction of same onset trial type and 

merge conditions (b=-.29, SE=.14, Z=-2.07, p=.04) with merging leading to lower accuracy 

during close competitor trials than during same onset competitor trials.  

For vowel conditions (vowel merge and vowel control), there was a main effect of trial 

type, with accuracy on close competitor trials being lower than that on same onset competitor 

trials (b=-.83, SE=.30, Z=-2.77, p=.006), and accuracy on same vowel competitor trials being 

lower than that of far competitor trials (b=-.92, SE=.30, Z=-3.07, p=.002)). However, there was 

no effect of merge type and no interaction. This suggests that, as in Muench and Creel (2013), 

learning words with inconsistent but highly-similar vowel phonemes does not impair learning 

accuracy. 

We were also interested in behavior over the learning trials to determine if participants 

were differing in their trajectories of phoneme merging but eventually arriving at the same 

accuracy in test. The dissimilar labels condition was dropped for this model. The effects tested 

were merge condition (whether a subject was taught a vocabulary with merged sounds, or the 

control form with only one sound), segment type (whether the vocabulary was based on 

eliminating consonant contrasts or vowel contrasts), and whether their training accuracy differed 

across the first half of the training session in comparison to the second half. We found a main 
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effect of training half (b=.54, SE=.05, Z=11.67, p<.001) and merge condition (b=.32, SE=.10, 

Z=3.03, p=.002). There were also two two-way interactions of merge condition and section half 

and of merge condition and segment type, though these are both qualified by a three-way 

interaction of section half, segment, and merge type conditions (b=-.10, SE=.05, Z=-2.14, 

p=.03).  

To discover what drove this interaction, we broke it down into two simple interaction 

analyses at each level of section half. First, we explored the interaction of merge type and 

segment type for the first half, and second that same interaction for the second half of training 

trials. For first half training trials there was a main effect of merge condition ((b=.22, SE=.07, 

Z=2.94, p=.003) with merging leading to lower accuracy. For second half training trials there 

was a main effect of merge condition (b=.42, SE=.16, Z=2.53, p=.01) as well as an interaction 

with merge condition and segment type (b=-.35, SE=.16, Z=-2.20, p=.03)). 

We also correlated overall accuracy with the Spanish BDS scores calculated earlier. 

Using Pearson’s product-moment correlation, the BDS score did not predict a significant 

correlation between the accuracy data and the Spanish scores on the BDS (t(38)=-.72, p=.47). 

The relationship was not strongly directional (r=-.12). This relationship is demonstrated in 

Figure 3. The same correlation was made removing the participants in the dissimilar condition, 

and again, the BDS score did not predict a significant correlation between the accuracy data and 

the Spanish scores on the BDS (t(30)=-.49, p=.63). The relationship was not strongly directional 

(r=-.09). 
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Figure 3. Pearson’s product-moment correlation of overall test accuracy and Spanish 
participants’ score on the Spanish Bilingual Dominance Scale (BDS). There was no significant 

correlation between score and accuracy (p=.47) nor was it strongly directional (r=-.12). 
 

Discussion 

Our findings contribute to research on word learning in two respects. Previous research 

showed that adults are capable of learning phonemically-variable vocabularies (Muench & Creel, 

2013). Based on that work, we expected the dissimilar labels condition to be the most difficult, 

and the single-label control conditions to be the easiest, which was the case. The question was 

where the vowel merge and onset merge conditions would fall. Although there were not clear 

differences between onset consonant variability and vowel variability, the findings here suggest 

that learning words with variable onsets or variable vowels, while slightly more difficult than 
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We also hypothesized that there might be greater learning accuracy among bilingual 

speakers, who are accustomed to switching between two phonological systems and thus might do 

so more easily in learning novel vocabulary. Many researchers have recently argued for 

cognitive benefits of bilingualism (Kaushanskaya & Marian, 2009; Bialystok, Craik, & Luk, 

2009). For instance, previous research indicated that knowing a second language might convey 

some benefits for word learning (Kaushanskaya & Marian, 2009). Were this the case, then 

bilingual speakers should have performed better than monolinguals in our word-learning task. 

However, Spanish-English bilinguals uniformly performed less accurately. It is not immediately 

clear why our findings contradict earlier ones. This could be explained by cognitive factors 

unrelated to cross-linguistic phonological processing, or, as Muench and Creel (2013) suggested, 

Spanish-English bilinguals have lower familiarity with English phonology—the phonology of 

the to-be-learned words. Yet a third possibility is that Spanish-English bilinguals have access to 

more focused examples of good vowels than strictly English speakers, limiting the natural 

overlap in language and providing a lifetime of training to ignore borderline vowels. Because 

Spanish has fewer vowel categories than English, but necessarily fills the same vowel space, 

examples of vowels straddling borders between valid tokens due to speaker characteristics or 

muscular imprecision are likely fewer, providing less reason for a native Spanish speaker to pay 

attention to “in-between” vowels. This relative lack of vowels would also increase the likelihood 

that a misspoken vowel would lead to a meaningfully different word as opposed to a novel word 

that is recognized by the speaker as misspoken. Therefore, Spanish speakers might be less likely 

to merge vowel categories because it is simultaneously less likely to happen in that language and 

more damaging if a vowel is to fall out of place.  The necessary information to specifically prove 

which potential hypothesis might be correct lies outside the scope of the current experiment.  
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In the current experiment, we predicted that merged vocabularies would be slightly more 

difficult to learn than control vocabularies, and this turned out to be the case. As the vocabulary 

in this study is more variable than what learners often encounter naturally, the outcome that 

systematic variability slightly lowers accuracy makes sense. However, as the merged 

vocabularies were still more accurate than vocabularies with dissimilar word pairs as object 

labels, it demonstrates a surprising flexibility in adult language learners. If phonemes truly were 

stable building blocks of language learning, participants given objects with labels that 

systematically vary across known language boundaries would be expected to face substantial 

difficulty at learning. This is not the case, implying that for language learning, even adult 

learners have a previously unreported level of flexibility in phoneme categorization when 

learning words.  

We had also hypothesized that merging across variable phonemes would be more difficult 

when consonants varied than when vowels varied. However, differences between the segment 

types only differed significantly for particular test trial types. Critically, there was not a two-way 

interaction of merge type (merged or consistent sounds) and segment type (consonants or 

vowels) that would have indicated a general disadvantage for merging one segment type. 

Previous work has argued strongly for a consonant bias in English words, or at least an increase 

in mutability for vowels, but this experiment does not provide support for that argument (Cutler, 

Sebastian-Galles, Soler-Vilageliu, and Van Ooijen, 2000; Creel, Aslin, & Tanenhaus, 2006). 

This experiment found no difference in accuracy for participants merging consonants versus 

merging vowels as a whole, and only recorded a significant change between the segment types 

when challenging each with specific competitors. This outcome supports the idea that flexibility 
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in phonemes in word learning applies in a wide range of scenarios, and might only trigger 

significant differences given very specific and challenging tasks.  

These results first add nuance to the ongoing debate regarding bilingual advantages in word 

learning: not every learning task benefits from knowledge of multiple languages and their 

contrasting sound categories, and in fact some interactions between languages might make 

learning more difficult. Second, they suggest impressive flexibility in adult word learning: not 

only variability in vowels—generally agreed to be flexibly perceived—but also, to some extent, 

variability in consonants differing categorically in voicing, can be learned. This hints at greater 

plasticity in L2 (and perhaps L1) acquisition than previously thought. 
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Chapter 2: Linguistic Fluency in Phonemic Processing 

Does knowing the subphonemic information that is specific to a language provide 

improved performance to native speakers when learning new words? Recent studies have 

suggested that, in addition to cognitive advantages seen in bilinguals (see Bialystok, Craik, 

Green, & Gollan, 2009 for a review), there may also be a bilingual advantage in learning new 

languages. In fact, there is evidence that bilingual speakers have a specific advantage when 

learning words (Kaushanskaya & Marian, 2009). However, there is work that does not find this 

advantage, and in fact demonstrates the opposite (Muench & Creel, 2013, and the current Study 

1 [Chapter 1]), with bilingual speakers learning slightly less well than monolingual speakers. To 

explain this result, one could argue that being bilingual places speakers at a disadvantage for 

processing the sound patterns of a less-dominant language (Muench & Creel, 2013). If this is the 

case, a vocabulary derived from the sound patterns of a specific language would give speakers of 

that language an advantage; creatinh a vocabulary from a different phonetic/phonological 

inventory should change how participant groups respond. Specifically, if the same language 

groups are used as in Chapter 1, a vocabulary created using Spanish phonemes and recorded by a 

native Spanish speaker should benefit Spanish-speaking participants more than monolingual 

English-speaking participants.  

We predict that if native language phonological knowledge facilitates sound category 

merging, then native Spanish speakers (bilingual in English) should now show learning 

advantages over monolingual English speakers. However, if native Spanish speakers do not see a 

marked improvement over English speakers for a novel vocabulary based in Spanish phonemic 

space, then phoneme flexibility is caused by some other factor. These possibilities include the 

size of the phonemic space of the dominant language or the presence or absence of the phonemes 
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being modified in the original set. If specific native knowledge of a language improves word 

learning in flexible phoneme situations, it can be assumed that phoneme flexibility is improved 

by exposure to a range of examples of that phoneme within a language. This would demonstrate 

evidence for a much more focused adult phoneme flexibility to being within a native language, 

but would still demonstrate the plasticity of the adult language learning apparatus as it pertains to 

sound perception.  

There is a second possibility as well. The results from the first and second experiments 

regarding bilingual performance might have to do with socio-economic status differences likely 

present in our populations, judging by what we know about the populations around the 

University of California, San Diego. Specifically, there is evidence Spanish-English bilinguals in 

southern California tend to be of more modest socioeconomic status than monolingual English 

speakers (Harrell & Carasquillo, 2003). Higher SES is correlated with richer linguistic input 

across development (Hoff, 2003), so it could be that monolinguals might outscore bilinguals in 

experiment one due to their enriched environment and language exposure. The current 

experiment can only demonstrate the importance of the phonemic space the novel vocabulary is 

constructed in to the learner. However, in conjunction with other studies in this document, it adds 

important evidence to the question of phonemic flexibility in word learning. 

 

Method 

Participants 

We tested 80 normal-hearing adults recruited from the UC San Diego SONA subject pool. 

Forty participants were native English speakers (avg. age: 20.5 years, sd: 2.1) who grew up 

hearing no other languages and reporting fluency in no other language but English. These 
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monolingual participants had less than 3 years of high school language instruction in any other 

language besides English, and no participant reported exposure to any language besides English 

before age 14. The other 40 were bilingual Spanish-English speakers (avg. age: 20.1, sd=1.5) 

who grew up hearing Spanish from birth, and English either at birth or sometime later. Age of 

English acquisition ranged from 0-14 years, and the average age was 4.2 years, sd=2.7. All 

bilingual speakers considered themselves fluent in both languages. 

Each subject participated in a prescreen asking specific questions about their language 

background and history with exposure to linguistic stimuli. Specifically, we measured when each 

participant began speaking a second language, and the amount of time they spent using that 

language. In the current study, the average age of acquisition of English as a second language 

was 4.23 years (sd= 2.66), with years being spent bilingual being, on average, 15.95 years (sd= 

2.56). This prescreen was used to calculate a bilingual dominance score (BDS) in the manner 

presented in Dunn and Fox Tree (2009). Spanish speaking participants averaged a score of 18.05 

(SD= 5.11) on the Spanish dominance scale, and 17.87 (SD=3.78) on the English dominance 

scale, well within Dunn and Fox Tree’s limit of ±5 points for balanced bilingualism.  

Finally, due to an error in the lab, only 10 subjects were administered a MINT test (Gollan 

et al., 2012). Of the 10 given, six were given to participants with a Spanish-English bilingual 

background. For all participants, the test was administered in English to verify baseline fluency 

in English. If any participants mentioned exposure to Spanish, the MINT was also delivered in 

Spanish after the English version. Out of a possible 68 correct, English monolingual participants 

scored a mean of 62.50 on the English MINT, with a standard deviation of 0.58. Monolingual 

participants mentioning Spanish class exposure (3 participants) scored a mean of 2.50 on the 

Spanish MINT, with a standard deviation of 1.63. Spanish-English bilingual participants, all of 
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whom had heard Spanish from birth and English simultaneously or at some later point, scored a 

mean of 58.50 on the English MINT, with a standard deviation of 1.05, and a mean of 36 on the 

Spanish MINT, with a standard deviation of 13.19. Administration of the MINT test was more 

stringent in this study than in Gollan et al.’s original work, with only correct participant recall 

meriting scoring. No hints were given to any participants at any time, also differing from Gollan 

et al.’s original work. However, the BDS has been shown to be correlated with the MINT test in 

terms of performance on word-learning tasks (Quam & Creel, 2017), making it likely further 

MINT scores would corroborate the BDS scores and their correlation with accuracy.  

In addition to the 80 subjects whose data is used in this study, 13 subjects were replaced, 

one due to the subject not completing the task correctly, four due to one Onset Change list 

possibly being harder because of sharing a second consonant, unlike other trials, and eight due to 

a coding error which displayed the same picture for two objects during some training sets in the 

Onset Control condition.  

 

Stimuli 

Visual stimuli were the same as Experiment 1. Auditory stimuli were 32 novel 

consonant-vowel-consonant-vowel (CVCV) words. These words were designed using Spanish 

phonemes and following Spanish phonotactic rules. The ending u was used so that all words 

were plausibly of the same gender (u is a rare but attested Spanish word ending that applies to 

some feminine and some masculine nouns (e.g. el espíritu/ the spirit; la tribu/ the tribe). They 

were recorded in a soundproof recording room by one male and one female native Spanish 

speaker in the Center for Research and Language at UCSD. The vocabulary was designed so that 

16-pair sets could be made for the merge conditions. These sets were of word pairs with either 
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onset consonants that differed by voicing (/bivu/ and /pivu/ were one pair), or vowels close in 

Spanish vowel space (/fihu/ and /fehu/ were one pair). A complete list of the words used is 

presented in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. A complete list of the nonce words used in the experiment 

bevu (bevu) belu (belu) fehu (fexu) fesu (fesu) 

beevu (bivu) beelu (bilu) feeju (fixu) feesu (fisu) 

pevu (pevu) pelu (pelu) vehu (vexu) vesu (vesu) 

peevu (pivu) peelu (pilu) veehu (vixu) veesu (visu) 

davu (davu) dalu (dalu) gahu (gaxu) gasu (gasu) 

dovu (dovu) dolu (dolu) gohu (goxu) gosu (gosu) 

tavu (tavu) talu (talu) kahu (kaxu) kasu (kasu) 

tovu (tovu) tolu (tolu) kohu (koxu) kosu (kosu) 

 

Procedure 

The design and procedure were the same as Experiment 1, except the learned vocabulary 

was different. In the vowel merge condition, labels for specific objects varied in their vowel 

phonemes (e.g. the same object was labeled both “pivu” and “pevu”). In the onset merge 

condition, the onset consonant was variable (e.g. “pivu” and “bivu”)—varying in exactly the 

voicing contrast that is the paradigm case of phoneme categorization (though note that in 

Spanish, voicing occurs as a pre-voiced vs. short-VOT-lag contrast). In the dissimilar (difficult) 

condition, all phonemes except the final vowel varied between the two labels for a single object 

(e.g. “bevu” and “gaju”). In the control conditions each picture received only one label. The 
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vowel control conditions were matched to the vowel-merge condition by using either both front 

vowels (e and i) or both back vowels (a and o) present in the vocabulary. The onset consonant 

control was matched similarly to the onset consonant-merge version in that the control lists used 

only voiced or unvoiced onset consonants to create the 16-word set. During training, competitor 

objects had names that were phonologically dissimilar to the target objects’ names. 

As in Study 1, there were four types of test trials. In close-competitor trials, the target and 

the competitor share three of the four phonemes in the word. For the consonant-merge and 

consonant-control conditions, target and competitor shared onsets and differed in first vowels, 

e.g., target: /belu/-/pelu/ competitor: /bilu/-/pilu/, whereas for the vowel-merge and vowel-

control they shared vowels and differed in onsets, e.g., target: /belu/-/bilu/ competitor: /pelu/-

/pilu/. In same-vowel and same-consonant trials, the target and competitor shared only the 

vowels or the onset consonant and final vowel, respectively (target: /belu/-/bilu/ competitor: 

/fexu/-/fixu/; target: /belu/-/pelu/ competitor: /bivu/-/pivu/). Finally, in the far trials, only the 

final vowel is shared (target: /belu/-/pelu/ competitor: /visu/- /fisu/). 

Following the experiment proper, participants were given a 256-trial post-test where they 

were asked to make similarity judgments on two-word pairs. This was to assess whether 

participants were still perceptually distinguishing between similar sounds made by the speaker in 

the test portion of the experiment. Two native Spanish speakers, a male and the same female 

from the training and testing portion, recorded the original 32-word vocabulary. Each trial 

consisted of two spoken words, one from each speaker. Listeners had to judge whether the 

spoken words were the same word or different words. Using two different speakers on each trial 

made it impossible for listeners to do an exact acoustic match. Each word in the 32-word 

vocabulary was played in a word pair an equal number of times, counterbalanced for 
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presentation in the first and second position as well as speaker gender. Participants could respond 

by typing the letter “z” on the keyboard if the words they heard were the same, and the “m” on 

the keyboard if they were different. For each word, there were two trials where the exact same 

word was said by both speakers (once in each of the two possible speaker orders), and six trials 

where the words were different, in both possible speaker orders. In the different trials, the words 

could share all sounds but the second consonant, all sounds but the onset, or no sounds at all. 

 

Results 

 The first model assessed whether there was a general effect of label similarity. To test 

this, as in Experiment 1, we modeled test accuracy in terms of the fixed effects of condition type 

(onset control, onset merge, vowel control, vowel merge, and hard). Individual subject intercepts 

and word intercepts and slopes (both fixed effects and their interaction) were included as random 

effects. The dissimilar-labels learning condition was set as the reference level for this analysis. 

There was an effect of condition with the dissimilar-labels being different from the onset-merge 

condition (b=.79, SE=.24, Z=3.34, p<.001), the onset control condition (b=.79, SE=.24, Z=3.32, 

p<.001), the vowel-merge condition (b=.60, SE=.23, Z=2.56, p=.01) and the vowel control 

condition (b=.76, SE=.24, Z=3.17, p=.002) (Figure 4).  
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Figure 4. Accuracy in each merge condition, separated by language background. Collapsed 
across backgrounds, the dissimilar-label condition was different from the onset-merge condition 
(p<.001), the onset control condition (p<.001), the vowel-merge condition (p=.01) and the vowel 

control condition (p=.002). 
 

We then explored a model which took into account subject language background, merge 

condition (whether a subject was taught a vocabulary with merged sounds, or the control form 

with only one sound), segment type (whether the vocabulary was based on eliminating consonant 

contrasts or vowel contrasts), and trial type (either sharing no phonemes, sharing both 

consonants, sharing a second consonant and a vowel, or sharing onset and final vowel) on 

participant accuracy. That is, do we find that learning dual labels is easier when the dual labels 

are based in the phonology of the native language of the learner than when they are not? Trial 

type was forward difference coded, so the contrasts compare trials with successively less-

phonologically-similar competitors: close trials to same onset consonant trials, same onset 

consonant trials to same vowel trials, and same vowel trials to far trials (no shared phonemes). 

The dissimilar labels condition was dropped for this model. There was a main effect of trial type 
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where close competitor trials were significantly less accurate than same onset competitor trials 

(b=-.35, SE=.07, Z=-4.86, p<.001), same onset competitor trials were significantly less accurate 

than same vowel competitor trials (b=-.94, SE=.08, Z=-11.15, p<.001), and those were also 

significantly less accurate than far competitor trials (b=-.21, SE=.10, Z=-2.18, p=.03). See Figure 

5 for details. Overall, the model without trial type was significantly different than the larger 

model (c2=461.77, p<.001).  

 

 

Figure 5. Accuracy on test based on trial type split by language background. When collapsed 
over background, close trials were significantly different from all same onset consonant trials 

(p<.001), which were significantly different from same vowel trials (p<.001), which were 
significantly different from far trials (p=.03). The dissimilar-label condition is not included. 

 
There was also an interaction of same onset and same vowel trial types and segment 

condition, with the model removing this interaction being significantly different than the larger 

model (c2=14.53, p=.002). To discover what drove this interaction, we broke it down into a 

simple interaction analysis by exploring the interaction of trial type for onset conditions and 
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vowel conditions, respectively, collapsing across merge type. For onset segments, close trials 

were significantly less accurate than same onset competitor trials (b=-.59, SE=.10, Z=-5.61, 

p<.001) and same onset competitor trials were significantly less accurate than same vowel 

competitor trials (b=-.75, SE=.13, Z=-5.66, p<.001). For vowel segments, only same onset 

competitor types were significantly less accurate than same vowel competitor trial types (b=-.22, 

SE=.10, Z=-2.15, p=.03).  

A few effects were conspicuously absent. First, there were no effects nor interactions 

with merge type, suggesting that learning phonemically-variable Spanish-based words is no 

harder than learning words with phonemes that do not vary. Second, and in contrast to the 

previous experiment, language background also did not have any effects or interactions. That is, 

Spanish-English bilinguals were neither better nor worse than monolingual English speakers in 

learning phonotactically-Spanish-like words. 

Effects of individual differences on bilingual performance. We also correlated accuracy 

with the difference between Spanish and English BDS scores calculated earlier. Using Pearson’s 

product-moment correlation, the BDS difference score did not predict a significant correlation 

between the accuracy data and the difference scores of Spanish minus English on the BDS 

(t(38)=.12, p=.91) for the Spanish speaking participants. The relationship was not directional 

(r=.02). We also ran the same type of correlation on scores for scores solely on the Spanish BDS, 

finding similar results (t(38)=-.81, p=.42, r=-.13). This relationship is shown in Figure 6. The 

same correlation was made removing the participants in the dissimilar condition, and again, the 

BDS score did not predict a significant correlation between the accuracy data and the Spanish 

scores on the BDS (t(30)=-1.40, p=.17). The relationship was not strongly directional (r=-.25). 
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Figure 6. Pearson’s product-moment correlation of overall test accuracy and participants’ score 
on the Spanish Bilingual Dominance Scale (BDS). There was no significant correlation between 

Spanish BDS score and accuracy (p=.42) nor was it strongly directional (r=-.13). 
 

We were also interested in behavior over the learning trials to determine if participants 

were differing in their trajectories of phoneme merging but eventually arriving at the same 

accuracy in test. To test this, we built a model that considered merge condition (whether a 

subject was taught a vocabulary with merged sounds, or the control form with only one sound), 

segment type (whether the vocabulary was based on eliminating consonant contrasts or vowel 

contrasts), and whether their training accuracy differed across the first half of the training session 

in comparison to the second half. We only found a main effect of training half (b=.47, SE=.04, 

Z=-11.05, p<.001) with the second half performing better than the first half regardless of merge 

condition or segment type. Overall, the model that removed training half was significantly 

different from the larger model (c2=70.51, p<.001).  

Participants were also given a 256-trial two-alternative forced choice discrimination task 

after the experiment proper to determine that they were able to discriminate the sounds being 

merged in the experiment. Participants were highly accurate on match trials, with a 14% rate of 
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false alarms (responding “different” to a “same” trial). On different vowel trials, participants had 

a 73% hit rate. On different consonant trials, they had a 33% hit rate. On trials with no matching 

phonemes, they had a 98% hit rate. To explore differences in responses based on trial types, 

participant condition and trial type were compared using a generalized mixed-effects model with 

the package lme4 (Bates et al. 2014, R Core Team 2014). Trial types were forward difference 

coded in terms of false alarm rates; trials with no matching phonemes were compared to trials 

with same words, trials with the same words were compared to trials with a different vowel, and 

trials with a different vowel were compared to trials with a different consonant. Participants 

performed significantly better on totally different trial types than on trial types with matching 

phonemes (b=2.86, SE=.54, Z=5.27, p<.001) as well as significantly better on trials with only 

different vowels than those with different consonants (b=1.72, SE=.23, Z=7.54, p<.001) (Figure 

7). There was no interaction with condition, suggesting that merging of consonants vs. vowels 

during learning did not change listeners’ underlying perceptual sensitivity.   
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Figure 7. Proportion of correct responses to post-test trials split by language background. When 
collapsed, accuracy was significantly better for different phoneme trials than different consonant 

trials (p<.001) as well as for different consonant trials vesus different vowel trials (p=.002). 
 

However, as a whole, participants were still highly accurate (overall error rate: 27%) at 

distinguishing the sounds being played to them accurately, even if they performed this distinction 

in the exact opposite manner as requested, providing evidence that an inability to perceive 

differences between vowels or consonants in the experiment is not what is driving the effects 

seen in the experiment proper.  

To make sure that no differences arose in regard to the different variable phoneme pairs 

in relation to the native language experience of the participant, we explored a model that took 

into account language background and consonant merge type. There was no effect of any kind 

for the different phoneme pairs, even across stops and fricatives, suggesting no difficulty with 

any variable phoneme in particular, nor any language background receiving any differing effects 
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on those variable phonemes. This is in spite of the fact that the participants with Spanish-

speaking backgrounds tested in this study would have treated some of these sounds as different 

from the English monolingual participants in day-to-day speech. 

 

Discussion 

One important motivation for this study was to disambiguate results from Experiment 1 

regarding language background on phoneme merging performance. If native language-specific 

sub-phonemic information contributes to participants’ better performance as seen in Experiment 

1, then we would have expected to see the Spanish speakers perform more accurately on this 

vocabulary.  

 However, the small advantage of native language background experienced in the first 

experiment was not evident in this experiment. Nonetheless, this work contributes to the 

understanding of word learning with respect to bilingualism in other manners. Like previous 

research (Muench & Creel, 2013), the current experiment found evidence which contradicts 

numerous other studies on bilingual word learning which contend that bilingualism leads to 

measurable advantages in word learning. In fact, the background of the participants in the current 

study did not have a significant effect on any measured aspect of learning the vocabulary. This 

inconsistency relative to previous studies could be explained in two possible ways. First, 

language background —and indeed, bilingualism— does not provide participants with 

measurable benefits when learning small vocabularies in short periods of time. Second, certain 

aspects of this specific study did not activate bilingual advantages in the way that other tasks 

might.  
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 Regarding the first explanation, the data from this experiment do not allow us to 

definitively prove the null hypothesis that there is no bilingual advantage to word learning. 

However, it is evidence that this advantage is not so wide-reaching that it occurs in any 

experimental situation. In fact, the combined evidence from this experiment and Experiment 1 

demonstrate that being bilingual does not always provide an advantage for word learning tasks, 

and could even be an inhibiting factor. Further study is required to pinpoint the specific 

situations that evoke this advantage, as measured in other studies, but this study provides 

evidence that it is not universal. 

 To this end, the second explanation gives some insight into what might trigger learning 

advantages with second languages.  In the current experiment, there were no phonemes used 

from Spanish that do not also exist largely unchanged in English. However, in Experiment 1, as 

in Muench and Creel’s work (2013), there did exist English phonemes (such as /ʃ/) that are not 

directly comparable to anything in Spanish. This would explain the bilingual advantages found in 

studies like Kaushanskaya and Marian’s (2009) work, where words mismatched English 

phonology, as well as the difficulties faced by the Spanish-English bilinguals in the experiment 

1. This argument would also be supported by work done by Sebastián-Gallés and colleagues on 

Spanish and Catalan speakers (2009), where Catalan speakers—who have more speech sound 

categories than Spanish speakers—are capable of representing Spanish sounds as those are a 

subset of their own sounds. It would also provide an explanation as to why there was no 

difference according to language background in the current study: all phonemes presented for 

learning existed in the native languages for both language background groups, so there was no 

benefit or detriment provided to either group in terms of phonemic familiarity. By contrast, some 

of the phonemes presented in Experiment 1 were not present in the native language (Spanish) of 
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many of the bilinguals. It may be that phonemic cues overwhelm the word-learning apparatus, 

and nativelike subphonemic cues are insufficient to provide a benefit, despite giving native 

learners meaningful cues to the language being spoken (Grosjean, 1988).  

 Like Experiment 1, the current study demonstrated again that participants are able to 

learn merged vocabularies at nearly the same accuracy as control vocabularies, which further 

speaks to the flexibility of phoneme processing in adults learning novel words. It also 

demonstrated that providing competition in word recognition can significantly affect accuracy, 

especially when competitors share multiple phonemes. When targets match competitors in a 

single phoneme, the merged segment type affects the participant more. For example, a 

participant in a onset merging condition is arguably ignoring their native distinction between two 

consonants in order to correctly identify vocabulary they have just learned that ignores those 

categories. However, when they are faced with a competitor that shares the flexible onset 

consonant they have been recently taught to allow a bigger category for, this makes them more 

likely to choose that competitor than if it shared only a vowel with the subject, implying that the 

participant is still paying attention to the onset consonant, in this case, despite recently learning 

new categories for it. On the other hand, when a participant is trained on a vocabulary where 

vowels are merged, the target sharing a vowel with a competitor does not cause the same loss of 

accuracy. Despite, as in the onset case, the native language barrier between two phonemes being 

ostensibly lowered, only in cases where the target and competitor share the onset consonant (or 

the onset consonant as well as the vowel) is there a significant loss of accuracy in either the 

vowel or the consonant merge condition.  

Although these results demonstrate flexibility in adult learners beyond what has been 

previously considered in the literature, specific types of competition seem to support the primacy 
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in attention for either the onset position or the consonant over the vowel. This current study 

cannot differentiate what might be causing the difficulty to learners, but it does further 

demonstrate the ability of adults to learn words despite phonemic variability even under 

somewhat difficult test conditions, and adds to evidence that bilingual advantages evident in 

other domains may be somewhat restricted when it comes to word-learning.  
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Chapter 3: Differential Phonemic Attributes Effect 

When adults perceive spoken utterances, multiple related word candidates are often 

activated and then vie for eventual comprehension. These lexical relationships can be made in 

myriad ways: by overlapping with other words (McQueen, Norris, & Cutler, 1994; Tabossi, 

Burani, & Scott, 1995), overlapping in early material in particular (so-called “cohort” words; 

Marslen-Wilson & Zwitserlood, 1989), and simply having similar sounding phonemes 

(Slowiaczek & Hamburger, 1992) or identical phonemes (Radeau, Morais, & Segui, 1995; 

Slowiaczek, McQueen, Soltano, & Lynch, 2000). These findings of “close but not quite” 

flexibility in lexical activation raise questions of just how flexible the adult language learning 

apparatus is when it comes to new vocabulary, and in what conditions modulate that flexibility.  

 Thus far we have shown adult flexibility in learning not only with variable vowels but 

also with variable consonants. Our findings of both vowel and consonant flexibility suggest that 

previous work showing greater “mutability” of vowels in words (Cutler, Sebastian-Galles, Soler-

Vilageliu, and Van Ooijen, 2000) may not apply to word learning. What is unclear is whether 

this flexibility benefits from a privileged syllable (or word) position within tested stimuli, or if 

this flexibility is broadly inherent to the adult language apparatus. As noted earlier, Creel, Aslin, 

and Tanenhaus (2006) found evidence that words with shared onset consonants were more 

confusable than words with shared codas in newly learned vocabulary (see also Creel & Dahan, 

2010). A later study with multiple “accents” also found that there was a difference between 

difficulty of learning coda consonants and nucleus vowels, with consonants causing more 

difficulty when switched (Muench & Creel, 2013). Muench and Creel, though, did not 

manipulate the consonant phoneme’s position within the word, nor did they control the degree of 

phonetic similarity of consonants. This was not the case, however, in Delle Luche et al.’s work 
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with French and English speakers (2014). Those authors found flexibility for phonemes in a 

lexical priming task, but they did not find a positional bias. Thus, these two studies conflict; what 

is driving the consonant flexibility that we have observed in word learning? Does syllable 

position (onset vs. coda) play a role, or are consonants similarly flexible regardless of syllable 

position? To answer these questions, we conducted an experiment like the first two, but 

contrasting the syllable position of the variable consonants. This experiment should definitively 

discern whether syllable position affects the learning flexibility that has been measured in 

previous studies. Knowing this will clarify how language learners apply flexibility to newly 

learned words and improve our understanding of how words are learned in general. 

 

Method 

Participants 

We tested 80 normal-hearing adults recruited from the UC San Diego SONA subject pool. 

All participants were native English speakers (avg. age: 22.50 years, sd: 7.36) who grew up 

hearing no languages besides English and who reported fluency in no other language but 

English. All participants had less than 3 years of high school language instruction in any other 

language besides English, and no participant reported exposure to any language besides English 

before age 14. In addition to the 80 subjects in the data, 24 additional participants were tested, 

but one was dropped from the final dataset because of an eye-tracking malfunction, seven due to 

technical difficulties with the post-test, and 16 subjects were replaced in the dissimilar-label 

condition because the “far” trial types were not comparable in number of phonemes shared to the 

other conditions. 
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Stimuli 

 Visual stimuli were the same as Experiments 1 and 2. Auditory stimuli were a new set of 

32 novel consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) words. The set of consonants used were identical 

across syllable position, and each consonant was used equally often in each position. While cues 

to phoneme identity and voicing differ across syllable positions, we deemed it prudent to equate 

the sound categories at least nominally. Note that to create the desired stimuli we had to resort to 

using the phoneme /ʒ/ (as in beige or leisure), which does not typically occur in English syllable 

onsets. The vocabulary (Table 3) was designed so that 16-pair sets could be made for the merge 

conditions. These sets were of word pairs which differed only by onset consonant voicing 

(“gehb” and “kehb” were one pair), or that differed by coda consonant voicing (“boog” and 

“book” were one pair). Words were recorded in a soundproof recording room by one male and 

one female native English speaker in the Center for Research in Language at UCSD. During the 

test, only recordings from the male speaker were used. During the post-test, recordings from both 

speakers were used so that listeners had to respond based on speech sound mismatch rather than 

acoustic mismatch. 

Table 3. A complete list of the nonce words used in the experiment 
fehg (fɛg) fehk (fɛk) buhsh (bʌʃ) buhz (bʌʒ) 
vehg (vɛg) vehk (vɛk) puhsh (pʌʃ) puhz (pʌʒ) 
feesh (fiʃ) feez (fiʒ) boog (bug) book (buk) 
veesh (viʃ) veez (viʒ) poog (pug) pook (puk) 
shuhb (ʃʌb) shuhp (ʃʌp) geev (giv) geef (gif) 
zhuhb (ʒʌb) zhuhp (ʒʌp) keev (kiv) keef (kif) 
shoov (ʃuv) shoof (ʃuf) gehb (gɛb) gehp (gɛp) 
zhoov (ʒuv) zhoof (ʒuf) kehb (kɛb) kehp (kɛp) 
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Design 

There were five between-subjects conditions. In the coda merge condition, labels for 

specific objects varied in their coda phonemes (e.g. the same object was labeled both “boog” and 

“book” /buk/). In the onset merge condition, the onset consonant was variable (e.g. “gehb” and 

“kehb”). In the dissimilar (difficult) condition, all phonemes except the vowel varied between 

the two labels for a single object (e.g. “gehb” and “fehk”). There were two additional control 

conditions, where each picture received only one label. The coda control conditions were 

matched to the coda-merge condition by using either all voiced or all unvoiced consonants 

present in the vocabulary. The onset consonant control was matched similarly to the onset 

consonant-merge version in that the control lists used only voiced or unvoiced onset consonants 

to create the 16-word set. As in Experiments 1 and 2, these control conditions assessed whether 

reducing the number of functionally different sounds drove effects in the merge conditions, 

rather than the requirement to learn multiple labels. 

 

Procedure 

The design and procedure were the same as Experiment 1, except the learned vocabulary 

was different. As in Experiments 1 and 2, in close-competitor trials, the target and the competitor 

shared two of the three phonemes in the word; in the onset consonant-merge and onset 

consonant-control conditions, target and competitor shared onsets and vowels and differed in 

codas, e.g., target: /gɛb/-/kɛb/ competitor: /gɛp/-/kɛp/. For the coda-merge and coda-control 

conditions, target and competitor shared codas and vowels and differed in onsets, e.g., target: 

/fɛg/-/fɛk/ competitor: /vɛg/-/vɛk/. There was also a same onset and same coda test similarity 

condition, where target and competitor shared only an onset or coda, respectively (target: /ʃuv/-
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/ʒuv/ competitor: /ʃÙb/-/ʒÙb/; target: /fiʃ/-/fiʒ/ competitor: /bÙʃ/-/bÙʒ/). Finally, in the far 

competitor test trials, either no sounds were shared or only the coda was shared (target: /bÙʃ/-

/bÙʒ/ competitor: /pug/-/puk/ or target: /bÙʃ/-/pÙʒ/ competitor: /fiʃ/-/viʒ/). 

Following the experiment proper, participants were given a 256-trial post-test where they 

were asked to make similarity judgments on two-word pairs. This was to test whether learning 

merged words led participants to lose perceptual distinctions between similar sounds made by 

the speaker in the test portion of the experiment. Recall that two native English speakers, a male 

and a female, recorded the original 32-word vocabulary. Each trial consisted of two spoken 

words, one from each speaker. Each word in the 32-word vocabulary was played in a word pair 

an equal number of times, counterbalanced for presentation in the first and second position as 

well as speaker gender. Participants could respond by typing the letter “g” on the keyboard if the 

words they heard were the same, and the “0” on the keyboard if they were different. For each 

word, there were two trials where the exact same word was said by both speakers (once in each 

of the two possible speaker orders), and six trials where the words were different, in both 

possible speaker orders. In the different trials, the words could share all sounds but the coda, all 

sounds but the onset, or no sounds at all.  

Finally, all subjects were then administered the MINT test (Gollan et al., 2012) in English to 

verify baseline fluency in English, and lack of fluency in Spanish. If any subjects mentioned 

classes in Spanish, the MINT was also delivered in Spanish after the English version. Subjects 

scored a mean of 63.95 on the English MINT, with a standard deviation of 2.91. Subjects 

mentioning Spanish class exposure (45 participants) scored a mean of 4.96 on the Spanish 

MINT, with a standard deviation of 4.41.  
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Results 

 The first model assessed whether there was a general effect of label similarity. That is, do 

we find that learning dual labels is easier when the dual labels are similar to each other, 

specifically the onset and the coda, than when they are not similar to each other? To test this, as 

in Experiment 1, we modeled test accuracy in terms of the fixed effects of condition type (onset 

control, onset merge, vowel control, vowel merge, and hard). Individual subject intercepts and 

word intercepts and slopes (both fixed effects and their interaction) were included as random 

effects. The dissimilar-labels learning condition was set as the reference level for this analysis. 

Each condition type was significantly more accurate than the dissimilar condition (Onset Merge 

(b=.58, SE=.26, Z=2.26, p=.02), Coda Merge (b=.74, SE=.26, Z=2.86, p=.004), Onset Control 

(b=1.04, SE=.26, Z=3.99, p<.001), Coda Control (b=.86, SE=.26, Z=3.31, p<.001)) (Figure 8). 

 

 

Figure 8. Accuracy in each merge condition. Dissimilar label condition was different from every 
other condition: Onset Merge (p=.02), Coda Merge (p=.004), Onset Control (p<.001), and Coda 

Control (p<.001). 
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Removing the Hard condition, we explored a model which considered merge condition 

(whether a subject was taught a vocabulary with merged sounds, or the control form with only 

one sound), segment type (whether the vocabulary was based on eliminating onset contrasts or 

coda contrasts), and trial type (either sharing no phonemes, sharing a coda and an onset, sharing 

a coda and a vowel, or sharing onset and vowel) on participant accuracy. Trial type was forward 

difference coded, so the contrasts compare trials with successively less-phonologically-similar 

competitors: close trials to same onset consonant trials, same onset consonant trials to same coda 

trials, and same coda trials to far trials (no shared phonemes). For this model, there was a main 

effect of trial type, where the model removing trial type was significantly different from the 

larger model (c2=507.77, p<.001). Specifically, accuracy was worse on close competitor trials 

than same onset (b=-.65, SE=.11, Z=-5.78, p<.001), and same onset competitor trials were 

significantly less accurate than same coda competitor trials (b=-1.29, SE=.16, Z=-7.96, p<.001). 

See Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Close trials were significantly different from same onset trials (p<.001), which were 
significantly different from same vowel trials (p<.001). The dissimilar-label condition is not 

included here. 
 

There was also an interaction of same onset trial type and segment condition (b=-.39, 

SE=.10, Z=-3.85, p<.001). Exploring this interaction further, we built models of trial type in 

onset conditions and coda conditions.  In the onset condition, same onset competitor trials (b=-

1.18., SE=.19, Z=-6.31, p<.001) had accuracy that was higher than on close competitor trials, 

and same coda trial types (b=-2.13, SE=.47, Z=-4.50, p<.001) had accuracy that was higher than 

same onset competitor trials. In the coda condition, there was only an effect of same coda 

competitor trials vs. same onset trials (b=-2.14, SE=.36, Z=-5.90, p<.001), with accuracy on 

same coda trials being higher. 

There was also an interaction of trial types and merge condition. As above, we explored 

this interaction by building a simple analysis of trial types on merged vocabularies and control 
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Z=-6.41, p<.001), which were subsequently less accurate than same coda trials (b=-1.54, 

SE=.22, Z=-7.16, p<.001), which were less accurate than far competitor trials (b=.53, SE=.24, 

Z=2.22, p=.03).  

On control vocabularies, a slightly different pattern appeared. First, same onset 

competitor trials (b=-.53, SE=.24, Z=-2.20, p=.03) were more accurate than close competitor 

trials, but less accurate than same coda competitor trials (b=-1.74, SE=.37, Z=-4.75, p<.001). 

Importantly, despite these interactions, there was no main effect of Merge Type, nor a 

Merge Type by Segment Type interaction. This means that, overall, merging onset consonants or 

coda consonants appeared to have no detrimental effects on accuracy. 

We were also interested in behavior over the learning trials to determine if participants 

were differing in their trajectories of phoneme merging but eventually arriving at the same 

accuracy in test. To test this, we built a model that considered merge condition (whether a 

subject was taught a vocabulary with merged sounds, or the control form with only one sound), 

segment type (whether the vocabulary was based on eliminating consonant contrasts or vowel 

contrasts), and whether their training accuracy differed across the first half of the training session 

in comparison to the second half. By default, this removed the dissimilar condition. We found a 

main effect of training section (b=.69, SE=.07, Z=9.43, p<.001). There was also an interaction of 

merge condition and segment condition, but it was qualified by a three-way interaction of merge 

condition, segment type, and section half (b=-.20, SE=.07, Z=-2.72, p=.007).  

To discover what drove this interaction, we broke it down into two simple interaction 

analyses at each level of section half. First, we explored the interaction of merge type and 

segment type for the first half, and second that same interaction for the second half of training 

trials. For first half training trials there was no main effect. For second half training trials there 
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was a main effect of merge condition (b=.45, SE=.23, Z=1.97, p=.05) as well as an interaction 

between merge type and segment type (b=-.52, SE=.22, Z=-2.34, p=.02). We further broke this 

interaction down into a single interaction of segment type during the second half of training trials 

for merged phonemes and control phonemes. There was only an effect for the control phonemes 

(b=-.91, SE=.37, Z=-2.46, p=.01), implying by the second half of the training trials, participants 

in control vocabularies are significantly less accurate on the coda consonants than the onset 

consonants.  

Eye tracking analyses. Participants were also eye-tracked during the learning and testing 

portions of this experiment. To explore the participants’ visual search patterns and assess 

whether participant looks corroborated their accuracy data, eye-tracking data from the testing 

portion of the experiment were analyzed with mixed-effects models. Regression was conducted 

following Barr (2008) and was done separately with participants and items as random effects to 

accrue multiple trials per data point.  

In the first eye-tracking model we assessed the effect of trial type and test condition on 

the empirical-logit-transformation of looks to the target (Barr, 2008). Looks were analyzed in a 

1-s (1000-ms) time window ranging from 200 to 1200ms to encompass the full length of the 

single word. ANOVAs were run in both a by-subject and by item analysis. For the subjects and 

word analysis, there were main effects of trial type (Subjects: (F(3, 222)=68.50, p<.001); Words 

(F(3, 93)=37.13, p<.001) and condition (Subjects: (F(4, 74)=4.53, p=.002); Words (F(4, 

124)=12.37, p<.001). There was also an interaction in the subject analysis of trial type and 

condition (F(12, 222)=2.07, p=.02), but it did not occur in the words analysis and was not 

explored.  
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The main effect of trial type is explained in the subject analysis by the close trials 

receiving significantly fewer looks than the same onset trials (t(78)=-3.96, p=.001), the same 

onset trials receiving fewer looks than the same coda trials (t(78)=-9.02, p<.001), but the same 

coda trials not being different from the far trials (t(78)=1.59, p=.12). This same pattern occurred 

in the word analysis, with close trials receiving significantly fewer looks than the same onset 

trials (t(31)=-2.87, p=.005), the same onset trials receiving fewer looks than the same coda trials 

(t(31)=-8.50, p<.001), but the same coda trials not being different from the far trials (t(31)=0.93, 

p=.35). The main effect of condition demonstrates in the subject and word analysis that all 

conditions except the merging of onsets received significantly more looks than the hard 

condition (Subjects: onset control F(1, 30)=16.53, p<.001, onset merge F(1, 30)=1.47, p=.23, 

coda control F(1, 30)= 12.26, p=.001, coda merge F(1, 30)=8.61, p=.006; Words: onset control 

F(1, 223)=23.09, p<.001, onset merge F(1, 223)= 2.04, p=.16, coda control F(1, 223)=27.13, 

p<.001, coda merge F(1, 223)=13.06, p<.001).  

A second ANOVA on eye-tracking data was performed after removing the hard condition 

data. In the second eye-tracking model we assessed the effect of trial type, merge condition, and 

segment type on the empirical-logit-transformation of looks to the target (Barr, 2008). Looks 

were again analyzed in a 1-s (1000-ms) time window ranging from 200 to 1200ms to encompass 

the full length of the single word. ANOVAs were run in both a by-subject and by item analysis. 

In these models, there were main effects of merge type (Subject: F(1, 59)= 4.54, p=.04; Word: 

F(1, 31)= 12.24, p=.001) and trial types (Subject: F(3, 177)= 57.37, p<.001; Word: F(3, 93)= 

31.80, p=.001). In the word analysis, there was a main effect of segment type (F(1, 31)= 5.30, 

p=.03), but it did not occur in the subject analysis so it was not explored. There was also a three-
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way interaction of trial type, merge type, and segment type in the subject analysis (F(3, 177)= 

3.12, p=.03), but it was not in the word analysis so it was not explored.  

The main effect of trial type is explained in the subject analysis by the close trials 

receiving significantly fewer looks than the same onset trials (F(1, 62)= 9.02, p=.004), the same 

onset trials receiving fewer looks than the same coda trials (F(1, 62)= 78.03, p<.001), but the 

same coda trials not being different from the far trials (F(1, 62)= 0.86, p=.35). This same pattern 

occurred in the word analysis, with close trials receiving significantly fewer looks than the same 

onset trials (F(1, 31)= 4.58, p=.04), the same onset trials receiving fewer looks than the same 

coda trials (F(1, 31)= 56.94, p<.001), but the same coda trials not being different from the far 

trials (F(1, 31)= 0.16, p=.69). The main effect of merge condition demonstrates in the subject 

and word analysis that merged conditions received significantly fewer looks than the control 

conditions (Subjects: F(1, 61)=4.55, p=.04; Words: F(1, 479)=8.81, p=.003).   

Participants were also given a 256-trial two-alternative forced choice discrimination task 

after the experiment proper to determine that they were able to discriminate the sounds being 

merged in the experiment. Participants were highly accurate on match trials, with a 6% rate of 

false alarms (responding “different” to a “same” trial). On different coda trials, participants had a 

76% hit rate. On different onset trials, they had a 74% hit rate. On trials with no matching 

phonemes, they had a 98% hit rate. To explore differences in responses based on trial types, 

participant condition and trial type were compared using a generalized mixed-effects model with 

the package lme4 (Bates et al. 2014, R Core Team 2014). Trial types were forward difference 

coded in terms of false alarm rates; trials with no matching phonemes were compared to trials 

with same words, trials with the same words were compared to trials with a different coda, and 

trials with a different coda were compared to trials with a different onset. Participants performed 
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significantly better on totally different trial types than on trial types with all matching phonemes 

(b=1.45, SE=.31, Z=4.66, p<.001) as well as significantly better on trials with all matching 

phonemes than those with different codas (b=1.61, SE=.18, Z=8.94, p<.001) (Figure 10). There 

was also interaction of different coda (b=.12, SE=.05, Z=2.27, p=.02) and different onset (b=.09, 

SE=.04, Z=2.32, p=.02) with condition.   

 

 

Figure 10. Proportion of correct responses to post-test trials was significantly better for different 
phoneme trials than different consonant trials (p>.001) as well as for different vowel trials 

(p>.001). 
 

To explore this interaction, we built a simple analysis of the trial types on each condition. 

For those trained in the Hard condition, participants performed significantly worse on trials with 

totally different phonemes than those with entirely matching phonemes (b=.74, SE=.25, Z=2.97, 

p=.003) and significantly worse on trials where competitor and target had different codas than 

those with all matching phonemes (b=1.95, SE=.17, Z=11.42, p<.001). For the coda merge 

condition, participants were significantly better at trials with matching phonemes than trials with 
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all different phonemes (b=6.93, SE=2.36, Z=2.94, p=.003).  Participants in the onset merge 

condition performed significantly worse on trials with matching words than those with totally 

different phonemes (b=1.04, SE=.44, Z=2.37, p=.02), and significantly better on trials with 

different codas than trials with all matching phonemes (b=2.14, SE=.59, Z=3.62, p<.001). 

However, as a whole, participants were still highly accurate (overall error rate: 14%) at 

distinguishing the sounds being played to them accurately, providing evidence that an inability to 

perceive differences between onset or coda consonants in the experiment is not what is driving 

the effects seen in the experiment proper.  

 

Discussion 

In this study, we asked whether learners had greater difficulty learning words with 

variable onset consonants vs. variable coda consonants. At a coarse grain, we expected the 

results of this study to mimic those of the first study in this document. That is to say, for English 

speakers learning English-based vocabularies, vocabularies merging dissimilar words would be 

the most difficult, single-word (control) vocabularies would be the least difficult, and 

vocabularies that merged vowels and consonants would fall between those endpoints. We also 

expected the eye-tracking results to mimic the accuracy findings. As in the first two experiments, 

the dissimilar (hard) label merging was most difficult, and again, vocabularies that merged 

onsets or codas were no more difficult than matched control vocabularies that taught only single 

labels. Based on work mentioned previously as well as the first two experiments in this 

document, it is clear adults can quickly learn similar phonemically-variable vocabularies with 

little detriment to accuracy. Nonetheless, eye tracking data showed that recognition was 

somewhat slower for phonemically-variable vocabularies than control vocabularies. 
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Where this experiment adds to our understanding of phonemic flexibility is in the 

interactions of the segment conditions with the trial types. Like experiments 1 and 2, trials where 

competitors shared multiple phonemes were significantly more difficult than were trials sharing 

only a single phoneme. Also as in experiments 1 and 2, the participants run into the most trouble 

when the competitor shares an onset phoneme with the target. The later the phoneme appears in a 

word, the less stringent the learner seems to be with the phonemic boundaries. The vast majority 

of studies that argue consonants are more categorical in nature rely on onset consonant words, 

and subsequently there has been a general agreement that consonants are more categorical and 

less amenable to flexibility. These data point to the interpretation that at least when challenged 

with mildly difficult competitor words, this widely-agreed upon outcome is dependent on the 

position of the phoneme tested.  

Most tellingly, participants struggled on accurately choosing the target in those trials 

where the competitor was sharing an onset compared with those trials where the competitor is 

sharing a coda. If phoneme merging is performed on a phoneme-type-wide basis, that would 

imply that accuracy in the face of competitors sharing onsets and those sharing codas should be 

the same. This onset consonant bias has been discussed before (Creel, Aslin, & Tanenhaus, 2006; 

Creel & Dahan, 2010), and would predict, if the important aspect was the type of phoneme (that 

is, consonant vs. vowel), that merging consonants elsewhere in the word would provoke similar 

problems. However, what we actually see is an effect of position, where consonants that are 

merged later in the word cause less confusion when given the same competitors. This is not to 

say that no confusion is caused by merging the phonemes and providing competing objects, but 

the effects are mitigated by the position of the merge.  
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Chapter 4: Phonemic Merge in Search Space Effect  

We know that it is possible to merge certain phonemes in behavioral settings. What is 

unclear is how deeply this merging affects low-level perception. Does merging certain phonemes 

affect how images are searched in a more real-world paradigm? Using eye-tracking, we can gain 

insight into the pre-decision processes that occur in word learning before behavioral responses 

occur (Tanenhaus et al., 1995). In this manner, we can observe linguistic processing that slower 

and more deliberate behaviors, such making a response selection, might tend to mask. 

Specifically, using visual fixations to target pictures as a dependent measure will allow us to 

monitor responses to specific phonemes as they are processed by the auditory system, but before 

they are fully comprehended and acted upon with a programmed hand movement.  

If the sound presented in the critical trial has been merged perceptually, predictive eye 

movements will be recorded toward the correct choice in the trial at the same speed as for 

participants in the single-word conditions. This experiment will provide greater insight into the 

depth of processing when learning a new vocabulary as well as demonstrate the speed of 

flexibility in processing merged phonemes. It will also speak to the extent to which, if listeners 

do actually perceptually alter speech sound representations, they are merged in particular word 

contexts versus more generally without respect to word contexts. 

 

Method 

Participants 

We tested 80 normal-hearing adults recruited from the UC San Diego SONA subject pool. 

All participants were native English speakers (avg. age: 21.35 years, sd: 9.36) who grew up 

hearing no other languages besides English and reported fluency in no other language but 
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English. All participants had less than 3 years of high school language instruction in any other 

language besides English, and no participant reported exposure to any language besides English 

before age 14. In addition to the 80 subjects used in the data, 25 additional participants were 

tested but dropped from the final dataset and replaced: five because of equipment failures 

moving from the test to the post-test, four due to a coding error in one condition that was 

discovered during the experiment, and 16 subjects in the Vowel Change condition because the 

target objects all occurred on the same side of the screen for a particular test trial type, affecting 

the eye-tracking data. 

 

Stimuli 

 Visual stimuli were a set of 16 two-dimensional monochromatic nonsense shapes first 

used by Creel et al. (2006). Auditory stimuli were the same 32 novel consonant-vowel-consonant 

(CVC) words as used in Experiment 1. 

 

Procedure 

The design and procedure were the same as Experiment 1 with the exception that training 

and test trials were eye tracked. During each training or testing trial, participants’ eye movements 

were tracked using an Eyelink 1000 Desktop eye tracker. Calibration accuracy was checked 

between trials via a drift-correction event. 

Following the experiment proper, participants were given a 256-trial post-test where they 

were asked to make similarity judgments on two-word pairs. This was to test whether 

participants had become insensitive to the perceptual contrasts that were variable in the test 

portion of the experiment. Two native English speakers, a male and a female, recorded the 
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original 32-word vocabulary. Each trial consisted of two spoken words, one from each speaker. 

The voice change required listeners to make a phonetic match rather than an exact acoustic 

match. Each word in the 32-word vocabulary was played in a word pair an equal number of 

times, counterbalanced for presentation in the first and second position as well as speaker gender. 

Participants could respond by typing the letter “g” on a keyboard if the words they heard were 

the same, and the “0” on the number pad if they were different. For each word, there were two 

trials where the exact same word was said by both speakers (once in each of the two possible 

speaker orders), and six trials where the words were different, in both possible speaker orders. In 

the different trials, the words could share all sounds but the vowel, all sounds but the onset, or no 

sounds at all.  

Finally, all subjects were then administered the MINT test (Gollan et al., 2012) in English to 

verify baseline fluency in English. If any subjects mentioned classes in Spanish, the MINT was 

also delivered in Spanish after the English version. Out of 68 possible points, subjects scored a 

mean of 64.13 on the English MINT, with a standard deviation of 2.14. English monolingual 

subjects mentioning Spanish class exposure (33 participants) scored a mean of 6.12 on the 

Spanish MINT, with a standard deviation of 4.69. The highest score achieved by any participant 

was 16. 

 

Results 

Like other experiments, the first model assessed whether there was a general effect of 

label similarity, but this experiment was novel (along with Experiment 3 in the previous chapter) 

in that we also monitored eye tracking. That is, do we find that learning dual labels is easier 

when the dual labels are similar to each other than when they are not, and are there effects 
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evident in a more sensitive measure such as eye tracking? To test this, we modeled test accuracy 

in terms of the fixed effects of condition type (onset control, onset merge, vowel control, vowel 

merge, and hard). Individual subject intercepts and word intercepts and slopes (both fixed effects 

and their interaction) were included as random effects. The dissimilar-labels learning condition 

was set as the reference level for this analysis. Each condition type was significantly more 

accurate than the dissimilar condition (Onset Merge (b=1.71, SE=.25, Z=6.76, p<.001), Vowel 

Merge (b=2.12, SE=.27, Z=7.73, p<.001), Onset Control (b=1.71, SE=.25, Z=6.76, p<.001), 

Vowel Control (b=2.63, SE=.29, Z=9.13, p<.001)) (Figure 11). 

 

 

Figure 11. Accuracy in each merge condition. Dissimilar label condition was different from 
every other condition, p<.001. 

 

A second model asked more specific questions regarding the effect of merge condition 

(whether a subject was taught a vocabulary with merged sounds, or the control form with only 

one sound), segment type (whether the vocabulary was based on eliminating consonant contrasts 
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or vowel contrasts), and trial type (either sharing no phonemes, sharing a coda and an onset, 

sharing a coda and a vowel, or sharing onset and vowel) on participant accuracy. Again, trial 

type was forward difference coded, so the contrasts compare trials with successively less-

phonologically-similar competitors: close trials to same onset consonant trials, same onset 

consonant trials to same vowel trials, and same vowel trials to far trials (no shared phonemes). 

The dissimilar labels condition was dropped for this model. There was a main effect of trial type, 

with accuracy in close competitor trials being worse than in same onset competitor trials (b=-

1.03, SE=.19, Z=-5.48, p<.001), accuracy in those trials being worse than in same vowel 

competitor trials (b=-1.31, SE=.32, Z=-4.02, p<.001), and accuracy in those trials being worse 

than in far competitor trials (b=-1.28, SE=.51, Z=-2.49, p=.01)) (See Figure 12 for details).  

 

 

Figure 12. Close trials were significantly different from all same consonant trials (p<.001), which 
were significantly different from same vowel trials (p<.001), which were significantly different 

from far trials (p=.01). The dissimilar-label condition is not included here. 
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The model that removed this interaction was significantly different from the larger model 

(c2=328.56, p<.001).  

There was also an interaction of trial type and segment condition, with the model that 

removed this interaction being significantly different than the larger model (c2=85.87, p<.001). 

Exploring this interaction further, we built models of trial type in onset conditions and vowel 

conditions, collapsing over merge type. For the onset condition, there were main effects of trial 

type, with accuracy being significantly worse in close competitor trials than same onset 

competitor trials (b=-2.03, SE=.28, Z=-7.28, p<.001) and those same onset trials being 

significantly worse than same vowel competitor trials (b=-.87, SE=.44, Z=-2.02, p=.04)).  

In the vowel conditions, the was only a main effect of trial type for the difference 

between same onset competitor trials and same vowel competitor trials (b=-1.58, SE=.47, Z=-

3.39, p<.001), with performance on the latter trial types being significantly better than on the 

former.   

Importantly, there was no effect of merge type, nor did it interact with other factors, 

suggesting that learning vocabularies with variable sounds does not impair accuracy relative to 

learning with invariant sounds. 

We were also interested in behavior over the learning trials to determine if participants 

were differing in their trajectories of phoneme merging but eventually arriving at the same 

accuracy in test. To test this, we built a model that considered merge condition (whether a 

subject was taught a vocabulary with merged sounds, or the control form with only one sound), 

segment type (whether the vocabulary was based on eliminating consonant contrasts or vowel 

contrasts), and whether their training accuracy differed across the first half of the training session 

in comparison to the second half. We found a main effect of segment type (b=.25, SE=.10, 
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Z=2.40, p=.02 ) and training section (b=.80, SE=.05, Z=15.31, p<.001). There was also an 

interaction of segment type and section half (b=.10, SE=.05, Z=2.05, p=.04).  

To discover what drove this interaction, we broke it down into two simple interaction 

analyses at each level of section half. For first half training trials there was no main effect of 

segment type (b=.14, SE=.08, Z=1.82, p=.07). For second half training trials there was a main 

effect of segment type (b=.37, SE=.17, Z=2.22, p=.03) with onset trials (94.8%) having higher 

accuracy than vowel trials (89.3%).  

Participants were also eye-tracked during the learning and testing portions of this 

experiment. To explore the participants’ visual search patterns and assess whether participant 

looks corroborated their accuracy data, eye-tracking data from the testing portion of the 

experiment were analyzed with ANOVAs. Data were empirical-logit transformed following Barr 

(2008), separately with participants and items as random effects to accrue multiple trials per data 

point. (Measuring looking proportion on a single trial results in a distribution that is neither 

binomial nor normal; aggregating across trials yields a distribution that is closer to normal.) 

In the first eye-tracking model we assessed the effect of condition and test trial type on 

the empirical-logit-transformation of looks to the target (Barr, 2008). Looks were analyzed in a 

1-s (1000-ms) time window ranging from 200 to 1200ms to encompass the full length of the 

single word. ANOVAs were run in both a by-subject and by item analysis. For the subjects and 

word analysis, there were main effects of trial type (Subjects: (F(3, 222)=29.59, p<.001); Words 

(F(3, 93)=34.73, p<.001) and condition (Subjects: (F(4, 74)=5.96, p<.001); Words (F(4, 

496)=36.64, p<.001), and an interaction between the two (Subjects: (F(12, 222)=4.53, p<.001); 

Words (F(12, 496)=4.72, p<.001).  
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The main effect of condition demonstrates in the subject and word analysis that all 

conditions received significantly more looks than the hard condition (Subjects: onset control 

F(1,29)=15.28, p<.001, onset merge F(1, 32)=19.68, p<.001, vowel control F(1, 32)=13.20, 

p<.001, vowel merge F(1, 32)=24.25, p<.001; Words: onset control F(1, 223)=49.94, p<.001, 

onset merge F(1, 223)=65.86 , p<.001, vowel control F(1, 223)=96.17, p<.001, vowel merge 

F(1, 223)=86.34, p<.001).  

A second ANOVA on eye-tracking data was performed after removing the hard condition 

data. In the second eye-tracking model we assessed the effect of trial type, merge condition, and 

segment type on the empirical-logit-transformation of looks to the target (Barr, 2008). Looks 

were again analyzed in a 1-s (1000-ms) time window ranging from 200 to 1200ms to encompass 

the full length of the single word. ANOVAs were run in both a by-subject and by item analysis. 

In these models, there was a main effect of trial type (Subject: F(1, 57)=25.17, p<.001; Word: 

F(3, 93)=31.24, p<.001) as well as a two-way interaction between trial type and segment 

condition (Subjects: (F(3, 171)=11.22, p<.001); Words (F(3,372)=11.30, p<.001). In the word 

analysis, there was a main effect of segment condition as well (F(1, 372)=3.99, p=.05), but it did 

not occur in the subject analysis so it was not explored. There were no effects of Merge Type or 

interactions, suggesting that inconsistent sound patterns did not detectably affect visual fixations. 

The interaction between the trial types and the segment condition was explored by examining the 

effect of segment condition on each test trial type. The only trial type affected by the segment 

condition, in both the subject and word analyses, was the close test trial (Subject: F(1, 

59)=18.21, p<.001; Word: F(1, 95)=28.39, p<.001). Subsequent analyses found that in the close 

trial, there were significantly fewer looks to targets for onset conditions than for vowel 

conditions, in both subject and word analyses (Subject: t(59)=-4.27, p<.001; Word: t(31)=-5.08, 
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p<.001). The main effect of trial type is explained in the onset condition by the close trials 

receiving significantly fewer looks than the same onset trials (subjects: t(28)=-6.29, p<.001; 

items: t(31)=-6.54, p<.001) and the same vowel trials receiving significantly fewer looks than the 

far trials (subjects t(28)=-2.03, p=.05; items: t(31)=-2.13, p=.04). In the vowel condition of the 

subject analysis, only the same onset trials received significantly fewer looks than the same 

vowel trials (t(31)=-2.61, p=.01). This same pattern occurred in the vowel condition of the word 

analysis, with only the same onset trials receiving significantly fewer looks than the same vowel 

trials (t(31)=-3.09, p=.003). 

Due to experimenter error, only 6 participants were also given a 256-trial two-alternative 

forced choice discrimination task after the experiment proper to determine that they were able to 

discriminate the sounds being merged in the experiment. Five were participants in the vowel 

merge condition, and one was in the onset consonant control condition. Participants were highly 

accurate on match trials, with a 4% rate of false alarms (responding “different” to a “same” trial). 

On different vowel trials, participants had a 56% hit rate. On different consonant trials, they had 

a 76% hit rate. On trials with no matching phonemes, they had a 94% hit rate. Importantly, 

participants performed no better on trial types with different consonants than on trial types with 

different vowels (t(5)=1.56, p=.18).  Performance on different vowel trials being worse than 

chance for multiple participants indicates directions to treat word pairs in the post-test as separate 

from any learning in the test proper were ignored. However, as a whole, participants were still 

highly accurate (overall false alarm rate: 20%) at distinguishing the sounds being played to them 

accurately, supporting the indication that an inability to perceive differences between vowels or 

consonants in the experiment is not what is driving the effects seen in the experiment proper.  
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Discussion 

 We expected this study to mirror the results of prior experiments regarding participant 

accuracy on word learning because the stimuli and procedure were the same with the addition of 

the participants being eye-tracked. This means that dissimilar vocabularies would be more 

difficult than all other merged vocabularies, and that merged vocabularies would be similarly 

learnable to their single-label control conditions. Our results indicate that this same trend, noted 

in Experiments 1-3, did in fact occur. What is most interesting about the pattern of results from 

this specific experiment is its close match to the pattern in Experiment 3.  

 Again, it was the differing trial types in the testing portion of the experiment that 

demonstrated a significant change in difficulty for participants. When sharing multiple 

phonemes, participants were significantly more likely to get confused and make the wrong 

choice in a two-alternative forced choice task than when competitor objects shared only one or 

no phonemes. This demonstrates again that learning merged vocabularies is well within the 

purview of capability for adult learners, further challenging the notion that phonemes exist as 

discretely learned linguistic building blocks. It also argues that early in the process of learning a 

new vocabulary, the flexibility of these phonemes is susceptible to confusion when enough 

phonemes are shared between words.  

 This difficulty in accurately recognizing a target instead of a close competitor also 

interacted with the segment type that was being merged. Most interestingly, this experiment 

followed the exact same pattern of competitor influence on accuracy by segment location. The 

increased importance of the onset consonant has been demonstrated in multiple experiments 

within this document and in other studies (Creel, Aslin, & Tanenhaus, 2006; Creel & Dahan, 

2010), and in conjunction with other results from this document add more support to a positional 
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importance to the ease phonemic merging when learning a novel vocabulary. That is to say, 

when the onset consonant is merged, competitors sharing anything beside the coda will change 

accuracy, but when the vowel— a phoneme in the second position in the word— is merged, only 

competitors that directly share that phoneme affect accuracy. Further exploration of vocabularies 

that start with vowels are necessary to fully support this theory, but the current findings do 

provide compelling evidence to explore it.  
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Chapter 5: Developmental Effects on Phonemic Merging 

As children develop, one of the most crucial activities they take part in is language 

acquisition. One of the hallmarks of linguistic maturation is becoming a better communicator and 

demonstrating adult-like speech. However, the details of this process are not well understood, 

nor is the timeline for maturational changes well delineated. Language learners are exposed to a 

wide range of sounds when learning words, and tokens can differ by aspects like accent or one’s 

region of origin (Eckert, 2008; Labov, Ash, & Boberg, 2006), and prosody. Despite marked 

acoustic differences making recognition of the same word form across different speakers and 

contexts somewhat difficult for infants (e.g. Houston & Jusczyk, 2000), children are nonetheless 

consistently able to acquire new words. 

How does this occur? One heuristic that monolingual children are thought to apply is that 

of mutual exclusivity; when one or more objects with known label(s) and an object without a 

known label are displayed, and a label that doesn’t describe the known object is said, the new 

object must apply to the new label (Markman & Wachtel, 1988, Golinkoff, Mervis, & Hirsh-

Pasek, 1994; Halberda, 2003). Due to how sensitive we know children are to specific phonemes 

within their language (Werker & Tees, 1984), recognizing new words should be a matter of 

detecting that one is hearing a novel combination of phonemes. If children are constantly on the 

alert for novel sequences of phonemes, then it should be highly challenging to learn a single 

word with variable phonemes.  

However, there is evidence that children are more flexible in their phoneme perception 

during word learning than a phonemes-as-symbols account would allow for. For instance, in a 

study by Creel (2012), 3-5-year-old children who were asked to point to a picture of a “fesh” 

pointed to a fish picture significantly more often than to a novel picture, implying that they were 
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parsing this vowel change as simply another version of the word “fish.” This performance 

implies some flexibility in the use of mutual exclusivity and categorical processing accounts. 

There is evidence as well that learning phonologically inconsistent tokens of a word does not 

necessarily mean learning many forms separately. Muench & Creel (2013) found that when 

variable vowels within a word differed only slightly (e.g. /i/-/I/), adults were just as quick to 

learn twice as many labels for objects, implying that the process to learn multiple label to object 

mappings was the same as learning a single label to object mapping. Is this flexibility learned 

very slowly, or is it available during development? 

How flexible are children when it comes to sound to meaning mappings? The current 

study uses classic behavioral response measures (pointing accuracy) in combination with eye-

tracking methods to explore the range of flexibility in phoneme learning in preschool aged 

children. It probes learning difficulty for merging similar but categorically different vowels and 

onset consonants. As some earlier literature has demonstrated, adults find learning multiple 

labels with similar—but not identical—vowels for a single object to be just as easy as learning a 

single label for a single object, with consonants somewhat more difficult to merge. However, 

will children show the same flexibility as adults, or a different pattern of flexibility, particularly 

given that children’s consonant perception does not appear fully adult-like until perhaps after age 

12 (Hazan & Barrett, 2000)? We predict that while children may be capable of learning merged-

label objects, the immature nature of their phoneme processing means they should not be 

significantly better at merging vowels or consonants specifically.  
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Method 

Participants 

Sixty-four monolingual English-speaking preschool children ages 3-5 years (average: 4.34, 

SD: .70) participated. Thirty-two participated in the vowel merge condition, and 32 participated 

in the consonant merge condition. Ten additional participants were tested but dropped from the 

final dataset because they did not finish the experiment due to fussiness, 3 were dropped for 

technical issues, and 2 for excess exposure to languages other than English. 

 

Stimuli 

 Visual stimuli are child-friendly cartoons created in the lab, as well as 4 colorful high-

resolution images used for getting the child’s attention (a crawling baby, a kitten, a panda, and a 

deer). Auditory stimuli were the 32 novel consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) words used in 

Chapter 1 and Chapter 4. 

 

Procedure 

 The study consisted of teaching eye-tracked participants to recognize two cartoon 

characters per block, followed by two-alternative testing on character recognition using pointing 

(no feedback). Each participant completed 2 blocks of training and testing with two different sets 

of cartoon characters (one train-test cycle was followed by a second train-test cycle). During 

each test trial, participants’ eye movements were tracked using an Eyelink 1000 Desktop 

Eyetracker. Calibration accuracy was checked between trials via a drift-correction event.  

In one block, children learned a single label for each of two creatures (creature one: 

“deev”, creature two: “zuf”). In another block, they learned a merged word pair for creatures 
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(either a vowel-merged version, creature one: faʃ/fʌʃ, creature two: deɪdʒ/dɛdʒ; or a consonant 

merge condition, creature one: faʃ /vaʃ, creature two: deɪdʒ/teɪdʒ). Block order was 

counterbalanced across participants. Half of the children were assigned to the consonant-merge 

condition, and half to the vowel-merge condition, but all completed a single-label block. 

In each block, there were 16 training trials separated halfway through by a distractor trial, 

followed by 16 test trials. In the training trials, a cartoon creature moved onto the computer 

screen, paused in the center, and its label was stated twice, with a 1000ms delay between 

labelings (“Deev. … Deev.”). After being labeled, the creature moved back off the screen. Then 

the next learning trial occurred. Learning trials occurred in a different random order for each 

participant. In single label conditions, 8 of the 16 trials presented one word and character, and 

the other 8 presented the other word and the other character. For merged word conditions, 4 trials 

were used for each specific word (e.g. fosh), summing to 8 across the merged phoneme for each 

competitor (4 fosh + 4 fush) as in the single label condition. At the 8-trial midpoint of training, a 

pair of distractor trials occurred to re-engage the participant. Each distractor trial consisted of an 

animal moving up and down across the screen with an entertaining sound effect.  

The testing trials were a two-alternative forced choice task. Each test trial presented the 

two learned creatures stationary, side by side on the screen (position was counterbalanced within 

a test block) while one of the two creatures’ names was played once. The participant was asked 

to point to which creature was named, at which point the experimenter clicked the chosen 

creature. During test phases, children’s accuracy (points to pictures) was recorded along with 

visual fixations to pictures. 
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Results 

We created generalized mixed-effects models with the package lme4 (Bates et al. 2014, R 

Core Team 2014). Throughout this study, when any two models are compared, finding that one 

accounts for significantly greater variance in a likelihood test (anova() function) between fixed 

effects describes the significance of each fixed effect. This comparison is achieved by creating 

two models: one model is made with all fixed and random effects present, and another identical 

model is created with the exception of a single fixed effect. The chi-square statistic and its 

associated p-value are reported for this comparison. Furthermore, Barr et al. (2013) suggest that 

likelihood ratio tests provide a more reliable estimate of statistical significance. 

The first model assessed whether there was a general effect of label similarity. That is, is 

learning single labels easier for preschoolers than learning dual labels that are phonologically 

similar to each other? To test this, we modeled test accuracy in terms of the fixed effects of 

condition type (consonant merge or vowel merge) and merge type (variable labels or single 

labels). Fixed effects were sum-coded so patterns could be interpreted as they are in ANOVAs. 

Individual subject intercepts and word intercepts and slopes (both fixed effects and their 

interaction) were included as random effects. There was a main effect of merge type (b=.30, 

SE=.12, Z=2.55, p=.01). See Figure 13 for details. 
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Figure 13. Accuracy in each merge condition. Collapsed across phoneme type, merging 
conditions were different from Single-label Control conditions, p=.01.  

 

 The model that removed the merge condition effect was significantly different from the 

larger model (c2=6.06, p=.01), implying that accuracy is significantly diminished when merging 

sounds than when compared with single-label controls. The effects of condition type (consonant, 

vowel) were not significant, nor was the interaction. The lack of an effect of consonant vs. vowel 

variability stands in contrast to the work of Nazzi, who has found repeatedly that French-

speaking children are less sensitive to vowel variability in distinguishing words. 

Participants were also eye-tracked during the learning and testing portions of this 

experiment. To explore the participants’ visual search patterns and assess whether participant 

looks corroborated their accuracy data, eye-tracking data from the testing portion of the 
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experiment were analyzed with mixed-effects models. Data were transformed following Barr 

(2008), and was done separately with participants and items as random effects to accrue multiple 

trials per data point. (Measuring looking proportion on a single trial results in a distribution that 

is neither binomial nor normal; aggregating across trials yields a distribution that is closer to 

normal.) 

The starting model always contained maximal random effects structure. The model with 

the maximal random effect structure did not converge, so correlations between random effects 

were dropped, and then random effects themselves were dropped in order of least amount of 

variance explained until the model converged (Barr et al., 2013). In the first eye-tracking model 

we assessed the effect of segment condition (whether the participant learned a vowel or 

consonant merging vocabulary) and merge condition (whether the trial was testing a variable 

label, or a consistent [control] label) on the empirical-logit-transformation of looks to the target 

(Barr, 2008). Looks were analyzed in a 1-s (1000-ms) time window ranging from 200 to 1200 ms 

to encompass the full length of the single word. In Figure 14, an effect of merge type (c2=15.12, 

p<.001) revealed more target looks overall when participants were in the control condition, 

mirroring the accuracy data.  
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Figure 14. Correct-other proportion of looks in each merge condition. Collapsed across 
phonemes, merging labels received a smaller proportion of correct looks than Single-label 

Control conditions, p<.001. 
 

In the second model, assessing the same effects with words as the random effects, the 

same effect was found (c2=12.63, p<.001). 

 

Discussion 

We interpret the findings indicating some level of flexibility in children’s word 

learning—while less accurate and slower to recognize words with variable phonemes, they are 

nonetheless well above chance. Yet due to the design of the experiment, the outcome of could 

also be explained by an inability to perceive the difference between minimal pairs in preschool-

aged word learning. This would significantly reduce the strength of this data in terms of 
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explaining the developmental trajectory of phonemic flexibility in language learners. In order to 

demonstrate that this simplistic answer is not the case, we provided 3-to-5 year old subjects with 

a learning task where two creatures’ labels were minimal pairs of each other. We predicted that 

they would be able to discern and learn the difference between these two labels and reliably 

identify the difference (recognize the creatures) when prompted, thus demonstrating our findings 

in this experiment represent a legitimate step in the word-learning developmental process.  

 This study also afforded another opportunity to examine differences in consonant vs. 

vowel flexibility. We tested each child on both a consonant minimal pair and a vowel minimal 

pair. If vowels are less integral to word identity, then children should learn the consonant 

minimal pair more accurately than the vowel minimal pair. 

 

Experiment 5b 

Method 

Participants 

We tested 32 monolingual English-speaking preschoolers ages 3-5 years (average: 4.46, SD: 

.82). Four additional participants were tested but dropped from the final dataset because they did 

not finish the experiment due to fussiness, 1 was dropped for technical issues, and 2 for excess 

exposure to languages other than English. 

 

Stimuli 

 Visual stimuli are the same as those used in Study 5. Auditory stimuli were the 32 novel 

consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) words used in Study 1, 4, and 5. 
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Procedure 

 The same procedure for training and testing was used as in Study 5.  The minimal-onset 

condition asked children to learn names for two creatures that differed by onset consonant 

voicing (creature one: /div/, creature two: /tiv/). The minimal-vowel condition taught labels for 

two creatures that differed minimally in their vowels (creature one: /vaʃ/, creature two: /vʌʃ/). 

Each participant completed one block of minimal-onset word learning and one of minimal-vowel 

word learning, with block order counterbalanced across participants.  

   

Results 

Regression analyses were similar to those in Study 5. The model of accuracy assessed 

whether there was a general effect of label similarity. In this case, we wanted to see if it was 

difficult for preschool-aged children to distinguish minimal pairs in new words, which would 

weaken previous results. To test this, we modeled test accuracy in terms of the fixed effects of 

segment type (whether the participants were given minimal pairs by the onset consonant or by 

the vowel). Fixed effects were sum-coded so patterns could be interpreted as they are in 

ANOVAs. Individual subject and word intercepts and slopes (both fixed effects and their 

interaction) were included as random effects. There was no main effect, implying that accuracy 

is not significantly diminished when learning minimal pairs of either segment type. Children 

were above chance performance overall (59.86%), indicated by a significant intercept term 

(b=.50, SE=.16, Z=3.16, p=.002) and displayed in Figure 15.   
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Figure 15. Pointing accuracy in each condition. Children performed above chance regardless of 
the minimal pair type, p=.002. 

 

The starting model of eye tracking contained maximal random effects structure. Because 

the model with the maximal random effect structure did not converge, correlations between 

random effects were dropped, and then random effects were dropped in order of least amount of 

variance explained until the model converged (Barr et al., 2013). In the first eye-tracking model 

we assessed the effect of segment condition (whether the trial included a minimal pair of vowel 

sounds or consonant sounds) on the empirical-logit-transformation of looks to the target (Barr, 

2008), based on subjects as the random effects. Looks were analyzed in a 1-s (1000-ms) time 

window ranging from 200 to 1200ms to encompass the full length of the single word. Mirroring 

the accuracy data, there were no effects of segment type for subjects or items. To assess whether 

children looked to targets at above-chance rates, we conducted a t-test collapsed across segment 
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condition comparing target looks to other-picture looks. This number did not exceed chance (t=-

.35, p=.73) (Figure 16). 

 

 

Figure 16. Correct-Other proportion of looks in each minimal pair condition. Neither condition 
showed a higher proportion of correct looks to target than chance, p=.73. 

 

Discussion 

One possible explanation for the results of the previous study (Experiment 5) was that 

participants at this age were simply incapable of distinguishing phonemes when presented as 

minimal pairs, and therefore their good performance on merged vocabularies was because they 

failed to distinguish differences between dual labels, rather than flexibility in word learning. (Of 

course, 3-to-5-year-olds failing to distinguish phonemes would be incongruous with any number 

of studies on even younger children.) However, the results of the current study demonstrate that 

3-to-5-year-old children are capable of distinguishing minimal-pair words when required to learn 

them as distinct object labels. Interestingly, no effects of segment type (consonant or vowel) 
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were found for accuracy or for changes to patterns of eye tracking, providing evidence that this 

age group can discern between minimal pairs but that segment type is not yet meaningful.  

Performance on this task, however, was not as robust as it could have been, hovering 

around 60% accuracy. This is somewhat surprising given evidence that much-younger 17-20-

month-old infants can learn minimal pairs in other studies (Stager & Werker, 1997; Werker et 

al., 2002). Like some other aspects of learning language, such as regularization of irregular word 

forms, this might imply that 3-to-5-year-old children have entered a flexible moment in word 

learning and phonemic flexibility despite having the capacity to perceive meaningful differences 

between minimal pairs. It is clear that children of this age are capable of differentiating (and 

merging) minimal pairs when applied as object labels, but the poor performance on a task as 

seemingly simple as minimal pair distinction is an interesting twist on an otherwise 

straightforward result.  

 

General Discussion 

Now that it is clear the results from experiment 5 cannot be easily explained by an 

inability to perceive minimal pairs, we return specifically to the outcomes of the merged learning 

experiment. A key interest in this developmental study was to determine the possible time course 

of flexibility in language learners. We predicted that differences in segment perception 

throughout development might affect outcomes differently than adults for preschoolers learning 

phonemically-variable vocabularies. Different contributions of vowels and consonants in word-

learning development has been proposed before (Nazzi, 2005), but the current study provides 

novel evidence that for developing speakers, when learning entirely novel vocabularies, children 

are equally sensitive to vowel versus consonant changes, which is different than what most 
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adults seem to experience as well as what previous studies have found for young children 

(though see Creel, 2012). 

We have seen evidence in adults that vowels are easier to merge than consonants 

(Muench & Creel, 2013; Study 2), but previous work has indicated that perception of consonants 

is not adult-like until after age 12 (Hazan and Barett, 2000). The results of this study demonstrate 

that merging consonants does not seem to cause preschool-aged learners substantial losses of 

learning accuracy, but neither does it decrease accuracy substantially for vowel-merging 

vocabularies. Without sufficient linguistic experience, it seems, phonemes in general are much 

more malleable than previously thought.  

The results are inconsistent with studies of (e.g.) 16 and 20-month French-learning 

infants, who seem more likely to assume that words varying in their vowels are not different 

(Havy & Nazzi, 2009). This could represent differences between English and French in the 

relative weights of vowels and consonants, or differences in age groups, differences in tasks, or 

all three. The consistency of the Nazzi group’s findings with French-learning children tends to 

suggest that native language (French vs. English) may be implicated. 

The apparent difference between children’s ease of recognizing mispronounced real 

words in Creel (2012) and mild difficulty in the current study could mean that 3 to 5-year-olds’ 

perception of vowels is flexible enough to recognize similarity to known words, but that their 

learning mechanism is not yet quite flexible enough to allow for multiple versions of brand-new 

words. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

This dissertation sought to answer several related questions about the nature of phonemic 

representations. Specifically, I probed the extent to which phonemes are the atoms of word form 

identity, how the amount, type, and position of a phoneme affects its flexibility, how language 

background might influence all these relationships, and the developmental trajectory of this 

flexibility. This took place over the course of six experiments in five studies, four of those 

studies being aimed at the different aspects of flexibility in adult word learning, and one study 

with two experiments performed on 3-to-5-year-old children with the same goal. I now address 

each of these questions in turn, outlining what knowledge has been gained through the series of 

studies conducted.  

The driving question behind this dissertation can be simplified to asking how crucial is 

stability in phonemes for learning words? The first experiment was designed to probe that 

question and set out to demonstrate that adults from multiple language backgrounds could learn 

vocabularies designed with flexible phonemes, with special attention paid to differing mutability 

between phoneme types. Broadly, this study made it clear that stability in phoneme presentation 

is not required to successfully learn words, and that flexible phonemes words can be used with 

no significant increase in difficulty to the learner. It also demonstrated a trend that continued 

throughout the studies where phonological competition in testing affected participants on a 

gradient: specifically, beginning in this first experiment and carrying throughout the dissertation, 

the importance of the onset consonant was reiterated by higher confusion when competitors 

shared this portion as well as simply an increased difficulty in responding accurately to the target 

when the competitor shared multiple phonemes with the target. Because we see this trend occur 
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throughout this document, our understanding of the importance of phoneme position during word 

learning is enhanced.  

To answer a question raised by the first study, the second study probed the effect of 

different language backgrounds (English monolingual vs. Spanish-English bilingual) on learning 

with phoneme variability. Again, this study demonstrated that regardless of the subphonemic 

information present in the flexible vocabulary and its relationship to the language background of 

the learner, adults are just as capable of learning words with flexible phonemes as they are of 

learning stable phoneme vocabularies. The corroboration of data from the first study was crucial 

for pointing toward a larger generality underpinning language learning. Even the effect of 

differing degrees of competition on test accuracy was comparable between the two vocabularies 

and participant pools. However, the effect of language background was not as predicted: an 

increasingly large body of research has sought to demonstrate that there are advantages in word 

learning due to bilingualism. This would predict that in this dissertation, different language 

backgrounds would produce significantly different learning patterns or results. Multiple studies 

here demonstrate this was not the case. There may be specific advantages to being bilingual, but 

learning vocabularies with flexible phonemes is not one of them.  

The third study explored the effect of syllable position versus phoneme type in the 

learnability of a flexible phoneme, and specifically set out to determine if vowels are more 

flexible than consonants, and whether coda consonants are more flexible than onset consonants. 

Importantly, even with a third new vocabulary, which contained flexibility in onset consonants 

and coda consonants, vs. onset consonants and vowels in the first two studies, the ability to learn 

the words as well as a vocabulary with stable phonemes was replicated. Although no main effect 

of segment position or type was found, the pattern of results did indicate that the position of a 
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phoneme is crucial to its effect on a learner when it is unstable within a vocabulary. The 

interactions of test competitor types and flexible phoneme position within a word imply that 

position is determining for recall difficulty within a phoneme type. Specifically, for test trials 

that contained competitors that matched the onset consonant, learners were less accurate than 

when test trials contained competitors that shared codas or vowels, regardless of the test 

condition they were trained in. This is to say that despite drawing the participants’ attention to a 

specific aspect of a vocabulary, the most detrimental competitor to display was one with a shared 

onset consonant or multiple shared phonemes. It is also possible to demonstrate that coda 

positions cause less confusion in competition to a target than onset positions for consonants, 

implying that the position of the consonant is robustly affecting the learner. 

The strength of adult word-learning in the face of flexible phonemes primed the fourth 

study, asking whether phoneme variability leads to more subtle difficulty in word recognition 

that is apparent in eye tracking. Mimicking the design of the first study and presenting the task to 

only monolingual English speakers, a comparable pattern of results to the first study emerged, 

specifically, that stability in phoneme presentation is not required to successfully learn words, 

and that flexible phonemes words can be used with no significant increase in difficulty to the 

learner. It also showed similar patterns of test confusion in the face of competitors sharing onsets 

or multiple phonemes, regardless of training condition. Overall, this study strongly corroborated 

the English monolingual data from the first study, lending confidence to the conclusions drawn 

by the first study via replication. Even regarding the eye-tracking data, which was designed to 

capture possible departures in learning that accuracy data alone could not perceive, the eye-

tracking results directly supported the behavior captured by the accuracy data recorded.  
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 With these results in hand, the next step was to determine how phoneme flexibility 

develops—do young children have difficulty learning words with variable phonemes, and are 

their consonant and vowel sensitivities different from adults? After making sure that children are 

in fact capable of distinguishing between—and learning—words with minimal pairs, the task of 

deciphering the extent of their ability to learn flexible phoneme vocabularies was explored. It 

was clear that the 3-to-5-year-old children were able to learn the flexible phoneme vocabularies, 

but their performance lagged behind their learning of stable phoneme vocabularies, implying that 

the capability of learning vocabularies with flexible phonemes was predicated on more extensive 

practice or language interaction than is available to children of that age.  

This argument is supported by other models as well. Over development, there are some 

theoretical ideas about the architecture that would explain these effects similarly. Kleinschmidt 

and Jaeger proposed a system in children learning language that pays attention to situations as 

they relate to previously experienced ones and can adapt to novel situations (2015). In my 

studies, children were presented with novel speakers, but in situations that were not unfamiliar 

from others likely encountered by preschool-aged children in America. According to the ideal 

adapter framework proposed by Kleinschmidt and Jaeger, this would simultaneously be 

triggering known scenarios – associating cartoon characters with novel names as they move 

across a screen – and unknown talkers, provoking a need to adapt. The push and pull between 

these two systems, and indeed, the development of these systems within individual participants, 

could explain the above chance performance in learning while allowing for these child learners 

to be underperforming the adults.  

The data also draw distinctions between our methods and results and those of other 

experiments attempting to answer related questions. As noted in background throughout this 
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work, the majority of research on phoneme flexibility has been done as a secondary question to 

the main experiment, and hasn’t been able to make strong claims about specific flexibility in 

phonemes in the direct manner this work can. For instance, in terms of word learning, previous 

experiments that taught multiple labels did so in ways that differed from how this dissertation 

did. The few experiments teaching any sort of variable phonemes differed across place and 

manner of articulation (e.g. Muench and Creel, 2013), or treated vowel or consonant flexibility 

as secondary to the main experimental question in a way that didn’t fully explore the capability 

of word learners for phoneme flexibility (e.g. Creel, Aslin, & Tanenhaus, 2006). The conclusions 

these studies arrive at, by-and-large that altering phonemes within labels for objects is 

significantly more difficult, likely occurs because of the methods used to test the learners. These 

data would most closely align with the dissimilar conditions given to participants in this work, 

and in fact our conclusions and theirs would largely align.  

Where this work departs from previous efforts is in the proximity of phonemes to their 

variable labels, and the focus on simply that aspect of word learning. In fact, the only study to 

pair object labels similarly in vowels to this experiment found, like we did, that being presented 

with similar variable vowel labels was not detrimental to learning (Muench and Creel, 2013). 

Results from other work that most closely resembles aspect of this work often line up in terms of 

conclusions that can be drawn. The crucial difference in this dissertation is that it focused solely 

on the interactions of similar phonemes to word learning, largely different than the vast majority 

of related work, and so found results that were novel for the field in meaningful ways.  

The results of each of these studies in regard to the novel treatment of flexibility of 

learners as measured by difficulty in learning variable phonemes specifically are represented in 

Table 4. 
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Table 4. A collection of results of each experiment in this work and their insight into the 
flexibility of word learners in specific flexible phoneme situations based on the comparison of 

merging, segment, and trial type effects. 
Experiment Merging Type Effect? 

Phoneme  
Variability in Word Learning 

Main effect 

Native Language and Phoneme Variability 
 in Word Learning 

No main effect nor interaction 

Syllable Position and Phonemic 
Variability Effects 

No main effect, but an interaction with trial type 

Phonemic Variability: A More 
 Sensitive Measure 

No main effect nor interaction 

Developmental Effects on  
Phonemic Merging 

Main effect 

  

The data recorded in these studies across multiple language backgrounds and age groups 

have meaningful implications for the understanding of phonemes as building blocks of word 

representations. Over and over again, both adults and children, regardless of linguistic 

background, demonstrated a capability of learning new words despite comprehensive and varied 

forms of phonemic flexibility. However, this flexibility is not limitless, and these studies also 

demonstrated that it was possible to strongly inhibit learning with too much flexibility. It is 

vanishingly unlikely that subjects would be capable of managing a certain amount of flexibility 

in their word learning if the phoneme was a straightforward building block in word learning. 

Predictable flexibility in a vocabulary, regardless of phoneme type or position, allowed for the 

same accuracy as vocabularies with static phonemes, broadening our understanding of the 

capability of the human word-learning system and complicating the likely manner in which 

humans go about learning new words. It is clear that word learning is not a matter of placing 
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discrete sounds next to one another until a new combination is recognized; instead, we are 

clearly capable of much more flexible treatment of sound patterns when it comes to learning new 

words.  

 This data, however, did not demonstrate changes to learning capability based on language 

background. Despite ample evidence that a wide range of abilities are enhanced due to 

bilingualism, and even work that specifically cites word learning as a skill that is honed by being 

bilingual (Kaushanskaya & Marian, 2009), no evidence of increased capability in learning 

vocabularies with flexible phonemes was found throughout this work. It is possible that there 

was an insufficient range of languages tested to categorically deny any changes based on 

language background in word learning with flexible phonemes, but it is clear that Spanish-

English bilinguals see no improvement in their accuracy on word learning compared to English 

monolinguals, despite differences in the number of vowels and consonants recognized as legal in 

those two languages. As discussed earlier, there is also the likelihood that the accuracy of certain 

participant groups is affected by the socioeconomic status differences likely present between the 

groups tested. This could lead to the conclusion that despite a native-language advantage being 

present, it is obscured by differing amounts of general language experience as predicted by 

differing socioeconomic standards. Although this work did not explicitly monitor socioeconomic 

status, it is likely that it had some effect on the data. Further study should explicitly note the 

status of the individuals to provide greater insight into the effects possibly caused by differing 

linguistic experiences due to socioeconomic status. Extended study could also improve chances 

for significant differences between languages by widening the gap between the compared 

languages, but the current study found no difference at all in performance.  
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 The trajectory of this ability was explored in English speaking children and demonstrated 

that despite eventual similarities of word learning accuracy in the face of different phoneme type 

flexibility across language backgrounds this skill is not necessarily available to the word learner 

from birth. Children were still capable of learning vocabularies with flexible phonemes, but their 

accuracy on these flexible vocabularies was diminished relative to adults. This points to a 

learning period for sound flexibility and possibly even for word learning ability in English 

speaking children. It raises interesting questions as well about the aspects of words that children 

are paying attention to when learning words when compared with adults. Due to demonstrations 

that some flexibility is tolerated, but extreme flexibility makes it significantly harder to learn a 

vocabulary, the likely explanation for the difference in performance then shifts to more subtle 

aspects of words and learning in general. The current work does not illuminate what those may 

be, but only serves to rule out the most basic explanation of word learning in children.  

The results from these studies add significant information to our understanding of word 

learning. This dissertation explores an area of language that the literature has hinted at, but as of 

yet remained unstudied. This document provides a solid empirical foundation for understanding 

the role of the phoneme in word learning across development, language background, phoneme 

type, and syllable location. The results provide useful evidence for multiple fields of study, 

including first and second language acquisition, language development, and bilingual vocabulary 

acquisition. 
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